
    

Designation: A53/A53MDesignation: A53/A53M −− 2222

Standard Specification forStandard Specification for

Pipe, Steel, Black and Hot-Dipped, Zinc-Coated, Welded andPipe, Steel, Black and Hot-Dipped, Zinc-Coated, Welded and
SeamlessSeamless11

This standard is This standard is issueissued d under the under the fixed designafixed designation A53/A53tion A53/A53M; M; the number the number immedimmediately followiniately following g the designatithe designation on indicaindicates the tes the yearyear

of original adoption or, in the of original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year case of revision, the year of last of last revisrevision. A number in parenthesion. A number in parentheses indicates the year of es indicates the year of last reapprolast reapproval.val.
A superscript epsilon (A superscript epsilon (´́) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

This standard has been approved for use by agencies of the U.S. Department of Defense.This standard has been approved for use by agencies of the U.S. Department of Defense.

1. 1. ScoScope*pe*

1.1 1.1 This specificatiThis specificationon22 covers seamless and welded black covers seamless and welded black 

and hot-dipped galvanized steel pipe in NPSand hot-dipped galvanized steel pipe in NPS    11 ⁄  ⁄ 88 to NPS 26 [DN to NPS 26 [DN

6 to DN 650] (6 to DN 650] (Note 1Note 1), inclusive, with nominal wall thickness), inclusive, with nominal wall thickness

((Note 2Note 2) as given in) as given in   Table X2.2  Table X2.2    andand   Table X2.3  Table X2.3..   It shall be  It shall be

permissible to furnish pipe having other dimensions providedpermissible to furnish pipe having other dimensions provided

that such that such pippipe e comcompliplies es witwith h all all othother er reqrequiruiremenements ts of of thithiss

specification. Supplementary requirements of an optional na-specification. Supplementary requirements of an optional na-

ture are provided and shall apply only when specified by theture are provided and shall apply only when specified by the

purchaser.purchaser.

NNOTEOTE 1—The dimensionless designators NPS (nominal pipe size) [DN 1—The dimensionless designators NPS (nominal pipe size) [DN
(diameter nominal)] have been substituted in this specification for such(diameter nominal)] have been substituted in this specification for such
tradititraditional terms onal terms as as “nomi“nominal nal diamediameter,ter,” ” “size,“size,” ” and and “nom“nominal inal size.size.””

NNOTEOTE   2—The term nominal wall thickness has been assigned for the  2—The term nominal wall thickness has been assigned for the
purpose of convenient designation, existing in name only, and is used topurpose of convenient designation, existing in name only, and is used to
distinguish it from the actual wall thickness, which may vary over ordistinguish it from the actual wall thickness, which may vary over or
under the nominal wall thickness.under the nominal wall thickness.

1.2 Th1.2 This is spespecificificatcation ion covcovers ers the the fofollollowinwing g typtypes es andand

grades:grades:

1.2.11.2.1   T  Type ype F— F— FurnFurnace-bace-butt-wutt-weldedelded, , conticontinuounuous s weldeweldedd

Grades A and B,Grades A and B,

1.2.21.2.2   Type E—   Type E— ElectriElectric-resic-resistance-stance-weldedwelded, , Grades A Grades A and and B,B,

andand

1.2.31.2.3   Type S—   Type S— Seamless, Grades A and B.Seamless, Grades A and B.

NNOTEOTE 3—See 3—See  Appendix X1  Appendix X1 for definitions of types of pipe. for definitions of types of pipe.

1.3 Pipe 1.3 Pipe ordordereered d undunder er this specifithis specificatication on is is inteintendended d forfor
mechanical and pressure applications and is also acceptable formechanical and pressure applications and is also acceptable for

ordinary uses in steam, water, gas, and air lines. It is suitableordinary uses in steam, water, gas, and air lines. It is suitable

for for weldweldinging, , and and suisuitabtable le for for forforminming g opeoperatrationions s invinvolvolvinging

coiling, bending, and flanging, subject to the following quali-coiling, bending, and flanging, subject to the following quali-

fications:fications:

1.3.1 1.3.1 TType F is ype F is not intendenot intended for flanging.d for flanging.

1.1.3.3.2 Whe2 When n pipipe pe is is rereququirired ed fofor r cloclose se cocoiliiling ng or or cocoldld

bending, Grade A is the preferred grade; however, this is notbending, Grade A is the preferred grade; however, this is not

intended to prohibit the cold bending of Grade B pipe.intended to prohibit the cold bending of Grade B pipe.

1.1.3.3.3 Ty3 Type pe E E is is fufurnrnishished ed eiteitheher r nononenexpxpanandeded d or or cocoldld

expanded at the option of the manufacturer.expanded at the option of the manufacturer.

1.4 1.4 The values stated in either SI units or inch-poThe values stated in either SI units or inch-pound unitsund units

are to be regarded separately as standard. The values stated inare to be regarded separately as standard. The values stated in

each system each system may may not not be be exaexact ct equequivaivalenlents; ts; thertherefoefore, re, eaceachh

system shall be used independently of the other. Combiningsystem shall be used independently of the other. Combining

values from the two systems may result in non-conformancevalues from the two systems may result in non-conformance

with the standard.with the standard.
1.5 1.5 The followiThe following precautiong precautionary caveat pertanary caveat pertains only to theins only to the

test method portion, Sectionstest method portion, Sections    77,,    88,,    99,,    1313,,    1414,,    andand    1515   of this  of this

specification:specification:  This standard does not purport to address all of  This standard does not purport to address all of 

the safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is thethe safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the

responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-

 priate  priate safety, safety, health, health, and and environmental environmental practices practices and and deter-deter-

mine the mine the applicapplicability of ability of regregulatorulatory y reqrequiruirements prior to ements prior to use.use.

1.6 1.6 The text of this specificatioThe text of this specification contains notes or foon contains notes or footnotes,tnotes,

or or botboth, h, thathat t proprovidvide e expexplanalanatortory y matematerialrial. . SucSuch h notnotes es andand

footnotes, excluding those in tables and figures, do not containfootnotes, excluding those in tables and figures, do not contain

any mandatory requirements.any mandatory requirements.

1.71.7   This   This inteinternarnatiotional nal stastandandard rd was was devdeveloeloped ped in in accaccoror--

dance with internationally recognized principles on standard-dance with internationally recognized principles on standard-

izizatatioion n estestabablislishehed d in in ththe e DeDecicisiosion n on on PrPrinincipciples les fofor r ththee

 Development  Development of of International International Standards, Standards, Guides Guides and and Recom-Recom-

mendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technicalmendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical

 Barriers  Barriers to to Trade Trade (TBT) (TBT) Committee.Committee.

2. 2. ReferencReferenced Documentsed Documents

2.12.1   ASTM Standards:  ASTM Standards:33

A90/A90MA90/A90M  Test Method for Weight [Mass] of Coating on  Test Method for Weight [Mass] of Coating on

Iron and Steel Articles with Zinc or Zinc-Alloy CoatingsIron and Steel Articles with Zinc or Zinc-Alloy Coatings

A370A370  Test Methods and Definitions for Mechanical Testing  Test Methods and Definitions for Mechanical Testing

of Steel Productsof Steel Products11 This specification is under the jurisdiction of ASTM CommitteeThis specification is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee A01 A01  on Steel, on Steel,

Stainless Steel and Related Alloys and is the direct responsibility of SubcommitteeStainless Steel and Related Alloys and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee

A01.09A01.09  on Carbon Steel Tubular Products.  on Carbon Steel Tubular Products.

CurreCurrent nt editioedition n approvapproved ed July 1, July 1, 2022. Publish2022. Published ed AugusAugust t 2022. Original2022. Originallyly

approved in 1915. Last previous edition approved in 2020 as A53/A53M – 20. DOI:approved in 1915. Last previous edition approved in 2020 as A53/A53M – 20. DOI:

10.1520/A0053_A0053M-22.10.1520/A0053_A0053M-22.
22 For ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code applications, see related Specifi-For ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code applications, see related Specifi-

cation SA-53 in Section II of that code.cation SA-53 in Section II of that code.

33 For referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org, orFor referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org, or

contact ASTM Customer Service at service@astm.org. Forcontact ASTM Customer Service at service@astm.org. For  Annual Book of ASTM  Annual Book of ASTM 

StandardsStandards volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on

the ASTM website.the ASTM website.

*A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this standard*A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this standard

Copyright © ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959. United StatesCopyright © ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959. United States

This international standard was developed in accordance with internationally recognized principles on standardization established in the Decision on Principles for theThis international standard was developed in accordance with internationally recognized principles on standardization established in the Decision on Principles for the
Development of International Standards, Guides and Recommendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee.Development of International Standards, Guides and Recommendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee.

11

https://doi.org/10.1520/A0090_A0090M
https://doi.org/10.1520/A0090_A0090M
https://doi.org/10.1520/A0370
https://doi.org/10.1520/A0370
http://www.astm.org/COMMIT/COMMITTEE/A01.htm
http://www.astm.org/COMMIT/SUBCOMMIT/A0109.htm


    

A530/A530MA530/A530M  SpecificSpecification ation for for GenerGeneral al RequirRequirements ements forfor

Specialized Carbon and Alloy Steel PipeSpecialized Carbon and Alloy Steel Pipe

A700A700  Guide for Packaging, Marking, and Loading Methods  Guide for Packaging, Marking, and Loading Methods

for Steel Products for Shipmentfor Steel Products for Shipment

A751A751 Test Methods and Practices for Chemical Analysis of  Test Methods and Practices for Chemical Analysis of 

Steel Steel ProdProductsucts

A865/A865MA865/A865M Specification for Threaded Couplings, Steel, Specification for Threaded Couplings, Steel,

Black or Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) Welded or Seamless,Black or Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) Welded or Seamless,

for Use in Steel Pipe Jointsfor Use in Steel Pipe Joints

B6B6 Specification for Zinc Specification for ZincE29E29  PraPracticctice e for for UsiUsing ng SigSignifinificancant t DigDigits its in in TTest est DatData a toto

Determine Conformance with SpecificationsDetermine Conformance with Specifications

E213E213  PraPracticctice e for for UltUltrasrasonionic c TTestiesting ng of of MetMetal al PipPipe e andand

TubingTubing

E273E273  Practice for Ultrasonic Testing of the Weld Zone of   Practice for Ultrasonic Testing of the Weld Zone of 

Welded Pipe and TubingWelded Pipe and Tubing

E309E309 Practice for Eddy Current Examination of Steel Tubu- Practice for Eddy Current Examination of Steel Tubu-

lar Products Using Magnetic Saturationlar Products Using Magnetic Saturation

E570E570 Practice for Flux Leakage Examination of Ferromag- Practice for Flux Leakage Examination of Ferromag-

netic Steel Tubular Productsnetic Steel Tubular Products

E1806E1806 Practice for Sampling Steel and Iron for Determina- Practice for Sampling Steel and Iron for Determina-

tion of Chemical Compositiontion of Chemical Composition

2.22.2   ANSI Standards:  ANSI Standards:

ASCASC X12 X1244

B1.20.1B1.20.1 Pipe Threads, General Purpose Pipe Threads, General Purpose

44

2.32.3   ASME Standard:  ASME Standard:

B36.10MB36.10M Welded and Seamless Wrought Steel Pipe Welded and Seamless Wrought Steel Pipe55

2.42.4   Military Standards:  Military Standards:

MIL-STD-129MIL-STD-129  Marking for Shipment and Storage Marking for Shipment and Storage66

MIL-STD-163MIL-STD-163 Steel Mill Products Preparation for Shipment Steel Mill Products Preparation for Shipment

and Storageand Storage66

2.52.5   Federal Standards:  Federal Standards:

Fed. Std. No. 123Fed. Std. No. 123 Marking for Shipment (Civil Agencies) Marking for Shipment (Civil Agencies)77

Fed. Std. No. 183Fed. Std. No. 183 Continuous Identification Marking of Iron Continuous Identification Marking of Iron

and Steel Productsand Steel Products77

2.62.6   API Standard:  API Standard:

5B5B  S  Specpecificificatioation n for for ThrThreadeadinging, , GauGauginging, g, and and ThrThread ead In-In-

spection of Casing, Tubing, and Line Pipe Threadsspection of Casing, Tubing, and Line Pipe Threads88

3. 3. OrdeOrdering Informring Informationation

3.1 3.1 InfoInformatiormation items n items to be to be considconsidered, if ered, if approappropriate, forpriate, for

inclusion in the purchase order are as follows:inclusion in the purchase order are as follows:

3.1.1 Specificatio3.1.1 Specification n desigdesignation (A53 nation (A53 or A53M, or A53M, includincludinging

year-date),year-date),

3.1.2 3.1.2 QuantiQuantity (feet, metres, or ty (feet, metres, or numbenumber of r of lengthlengths),s),

3.13.1.3 .3 GraGrade (A or B),de (A or B),

3.13.1.4 .4 TType (Fype (F, E, , E, or S; seeor S; see  1.2 1.2)),,

3.1.5 3.1.5 Finish (black or galvanizFinish (black or galvanized),ed),

3.1.6 3.1.6 Size (either nominSize (either nominal (NPS) [DN] and weight class oral (NPS) [DN] and weight class or

scschehedudule le nunumbmberer, , or or bobothth; ; or or ououtsitside de didiamameteter er anand d wawallll

thicknthickness, ess, seesee Table X2.2 Table X2.2 a andnd Table X2.3 Table X2.3),),

3.1.7 3.1.7 Length (spLength (specific or random, see Sectionecific or random, see Section  1616),),

3.1.8 3.1.8 End finish (plain end or threadeEnd finish (plain end or threaded, Sectiond, Section  1111),),

3.1.83.1.8.1 .1 ThreadThreaded and ed and coupcoupled, if led, if desiredesired,d,

3.1.83.1.8.2 .2 ThreadThreads only (no s only (no couplcouplings)ings), if , if desiredesired,d,

3.1.83.1.8.3 .3 Plain end, if desirePlain end, if desired,d,

3.1.83.1.8.4 .4 CouplCouplings power tight, if desired,ings power tight, if desired,

3.13.1.8..8.5 5 TTapeaper-r-taptapped ped coucouplinplings gs for for NPS NPS 2 2 [DN [DN 50] and50] andsmaller, if desired,smaller, if desired,

3.1.9 3.1.9 Close coilinClose coiling, if desired (seeg, if desired (see 7.2.2 7.2.2)),,

3.13.1.10 .10 NonNondesdestrutructivctive e elecelectric tric test test for for seamseamlesless s pippipe e (se(seee

9.29.2),),

3.1.13.1.11 1 CertificCertification (see Sectionation (see Section 20 20)),,

3.1.13.1.12 2 Report of the length of the end effecReport of the length of the end effect, if t, if desiredesired (seed (see

9.2.79.2.7)),,

3.1.13.1.13 3 MarkinMarking (see Sectiong (see Section 21 21)),,

3.13.1.14 .14 End use of pipeEnd use of pipe,,

3.1.13.1.15 5 Special requirSpecial requirements,ements,

3.1.13.1.16 6 SupplSupplementarementary y requirequirementrements, s, if if anyany,,

3.13.1.17 Selec.17 Selection tion of of appapplicalicable ble levelevel l of of prepreserservatvation ion andand

papackckagagining g anand d levlevel el of of papackckining g rereququirireded, , if if ototheher r ththan an asas

specified or if MIL-STD-163 applies (seespecified or if MIL-STD-163 applies (see  22.1 22.1), and), and

3.13.1.18 Pac.18 Packagkaging ing and and pacpackagkage e marmarkinking, g, if if desdesireired d (se(seee

23.123.1).).

4. 4. MaterMaterials and ials and ManufManufactuacturere

4.1 4.1 The steel for both seamleThe steel for both seamless and ss and weldwelded pipe ed pipe shashall ll bebe

made by one or more of the following processes: open-hearth,made by one or more of the following processes: open-hearth,

electric-furnace, or basic-oxygen.electric-furnace, or basic-oxygen.

4.2 4.2 If steels of differIf steels of different grades are sequentiaent grades are sequentially strand cast,lly strand cast,

identifiidentification of cation of the resultant transition material the resultant transition material is is requirequired.red.

The steel producer shall remove the transition material by anyThe steel producer shall remove the transition material by any

established procedure that positively separates the grades.established procedure that positively separates the grades.

4.3 4.3 The weld seam of TThe weld seam of Type E ype E or Tor Type F ype F pippipe in e in GraGrade Bde B

shall be heat treated after welding to a minimum of 1000 °Fshall be heat treated after welding to a minimum of 1000 °F

[540 °C] so that no untempered martensite remains, or other-[540 °C] so that no untempered martensite remains, or other-

wise processed in such a manner that no untempered martensitewise processed in such a manner that no untempered martensite

remains.remains.

4.4 4.4 When pipe is cold expanded, the amount of expansioWhen pipe is cold expanded, the amount of expansionn

shall not exceed 1shall not exceed 111 ⁄  ⁄ 22 % of the specified outside diameter of the % of the specified outside diameter of the

pipe.pipe.

5. 5. ChemChemical Compoical Compositiositionn

5.5.1 The 1 The stesteel el shshall all coconfnfororm m to to ththe e rereququirirememenents ts as as toto

chechemicamical l comcompospositioition n givgiven en inin   T  Tablable e 11   an  and d the the chechemicamicall

analysis shall be in accordance with Test Methods, Practices,analysis shall be in accordance with Test Methods, Practices,

and Terminologyand Terminology A751 A751..

6. 6. ProProduct Anaduct Analysilysiss

6.1 6.1 The purchaser is perThe purchaser is permitted to perform an mitted to perform an analysis of twoanalysis of two

pipes from each lot of 500 lengths, or fraction thereof. Samplespipes from each lot of 500 lengths, or fraction thereof. Samples

for chemical analysis, except for spectrographic analysis, shallfor chemical analysis, except for spectrographic analysis, shall
be be taketaken n in in accoaccordardance nce with Practiwith Practicece   E1806  E1806..   The   The chemicachemicall

composition thus determined shall conform to the requirementscomposition thus determined shall conform to the requirements

given ingiven in Table 1 Table 1..

44 Available from American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 25 W. 43rd St.,Available from American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 25 W. 43rd St.,

4th Floor, New York, NY 10036, http://www.ansi.org.4th Floor, New York, NY 10036, http://www.ansi.org.
55 AvAvailabailable le from American from American SocieSociety ty of of MechMechanicaanical l EnginEngineers eers (ASME(ASME), ), ASMEASME

InternInternationaational l HeadqHeadquarteuarters, rs, TTwo wo Park AvePark Ave., ., New York, NY New York, NY 10016-10016-5990, http:// 5990, http:// 

www.asme.org.www.asme.org.

66 AvAvailabailable le from from StandStandardizaardization tion DocumDocuments ents Order Order Desk, DODSSPDesk, DODSSP, , Bldg. 4,Bldg. 4,
Section D, 700 Robbins Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19111-5098Section D, 700 Robbins Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19111-5098

77 Available from General Services Administration, Washington, DC 20405.Available from General Services Administration, Washington, DC 20405.
88 AAvaivailablable le from Americfrom American an PetPetroleroleum um InsInstittitute ute (AP(API), I), 1221220 0 L. L. St.St., , NWNW,,

Washington, DC 20005-4070, http://api-ec.api.org.Washington, DC 20005-4070, http://api-ec.api.org.

A53/A53M − 22A53/A53M − 22
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6.2 6.2 If the If the anaanalyslysis of is of eitheither pipe does not confoer pipe does not conform to rm to thethe

requirrequirements given ements given inin   T  Tablable e 11,,   ana  analylyseses s shshall all be be madmade e onon

additional pipes of double the original number from the sameadditional pipes of double the original number from the same

lot, each of which shall conform to the specified requirements.lot, each of which shall conform to the specified requirements.

7. 7. Mechanical PMechanical Propertieropertiess

7.17.1   Tension Test:  Tension Test:

7.17.1.1 .1 For For tentensiosion n testtests s othother er than transthan transververse se weld tensioweld tensionn

tests, the yield strength corresponding to a permanent offset of tests, the yield strength corresponding to a permanent offset of 

0.2 % of the gage length or to an extension of 0.5 % of the gage0.2 % of the gage length or to an extension of 0.5 % of the gagelength under load, the tensile strength, and the elongation in 2length under load, the tensile strength, and the elongation in 2

in. or 50 mm shall be determined, and the tension test resultsin. or 50 mm shall be determined, and the tension test results

shall conform to the applicable tensile property requirementsshall conform to the applicable tensile property requirements

given ingiven in Table 2 Table 2..

7.1.2 7.1.2 For transveFor transverse weld tension tests, the tensile strengthrse weld tension tests, the tensile strength

shall be determined, and the tension test results shall conformshall be determined, and the tension test results shall conform

to to the applicable tensile strength requirethe applicable tensile strength requirement given inment given in  Table 2 Table 2..

7.1.3 Electric-resi7.1.3 Electric-resistance-stance-welded pipe NPS welded pipe NPS 8 8 [DN 200] or[DN 200] or

larger shall be tested using two transverse test specimens, onelarger shall be tested using two transverse test specimens, one

taken across the weld and one taken opposite the weld.taken across the weld and one taken opposite the weld.

7.1.4 Transve7.1.4 Transverse tension test rse tension test specimespecimens shall ns shall be approxi-be approxi-

mately 1mately 111 ⁄  ⁄ 22   in. [38   in. [38 mmmm] ] widwide e in in ththe e gagage ge lelengngth th anand d shshallall

represrepresent the full wall ent the full wall thicknthickness of the ess of the pipe from which the testpipe from which the test

specimens were cut.specimens were cut.

7.27.2   Bend Test:  Bend Test:

7.2.1 7.2.1 For pipe NPS 2 For pipe NPS 2 [DN 50] or smaller, a suff[DN 50] or smaller, a sufficient lengthicient length

of pipe shall be capable of being bent cold through 90° aroundof pipe shall be capable of being bent cold through 90° around

a cylindrical mandrel, the diameter of which is twelve times thea cylindrical mandrel, the diameter of which is twelve times the

spespecificified ed outoutsidside e diadiametemeter r of of the the pippipe, e, witwithouhout t devdeveloelopinpingg

cracks at any portion and without opening the weld.cracks at any portion and without opening the weld.

7.2.2 7.2.2 If ordered for closIf ordered for close coiling, the pipe shall stand beinge coiling, the pipe shall stand being

benbent t colcold d thrthrougough h 180180° ° aroaround und a a cylcylindindricrical al manmandredrel, l, thethe

diameter of which is eight times the specified outside diameterdiameter of which is eight times the specified outside diameter

of the pipe, without failure.of the pipe, without failure.7.2.3 7.2.3 DoubDouble-extrle-extra-stroa-strong pipe over NPS ng pipe over NPS 1111 ⁄  ⁄ 44 [DN 32] need [DN 32] need

not be subjected to the bend test.not be subjected to the bend test.

7.37.3   Flattening Test:  Flattening Test:

7.3.1 7.3.1 The flatteninThe flattening test shall be made on welded pipe overg test shall be made on welded pipe over

NPS 2 [DN 50] in extra-strong weight or lighter.NPS 2 [DN 50] in extra-strong weight or lighter.

7.3.27.3.2  Seamless Pipe: Seamless Pipe:

7.7.3.3.2.2.1 Alth1 Althouough gh testestinting g is is nonot t rereququirireded, , pipipe pe shshalall l bebe

capable of meeting the flattening test requirements of Supple-capable of meeting the flattening test requirements of Supple-

mentary Requirement S1, if tested.mentary Requirement S1, if tested.

7.3.37.3.3   Type E, Grades A and B; and Type F Grade B Pipe:  Type E, Grades A and B; and Type F Grade B Pipe:

7.37.3.3..3.1 1 A test speciA test specimen at men at leasleast t 4 4 in. [100 mm] in in. [100 mm] in lenlengthgth

shall be flattened cold between parallel plates in three steps,shall be flattened cold between parallel plates in three steps,

with the weld located either 0° or 90° from the line of directionwith the weld located either 0° or 90° from the line of direction

of of foforcrce e as as rereququirired ed byby   7.3.3.2  7.3.3.2    oror   7.3.3.3  7.3.3.3,,   whic  whichevhever er isis

applicable. During the first step, which is a test for ductility of applicable. During the first step, which is a test for ductility of 
the weld, except as allowed bythe weld, except as allowed by 7.3.5 7.3.5,, 7.3.6 7.3.6,, and and 7.3.7 7.3.7,, no cracks no cracks

or breaks on the inside or outside surface at the weld shall beor breaks on the inside or outside surface at the weld shall be

present before the distance between the plates is less than twopresent before the distance between the plates is less than two

thirds of the specified outthirds of the specified outside diameter of the pipe.side diameter of the pipe. As a As a seconsecondd

step, the flattening shall be continued as a test for ductilitystep, the flattening shall be continued as a test for ductility

away from the weld. During the second step, except as allowedaway from the weld. During the second step, except as allowed

byby 7.3.6 7.3.6 and and 7.3.7 7.3.7,, no cracks or breaks on the inside or outside no cracks or breaks on the inside or outside

surface away from the weld shall be present before the distancesurface away from the weld shall be present before the distance

between the plates is less than one third of the specified outsidebetween the plates is less than one third of the specified outside

diameter of the pipe but is not less than five times the specifieddiameter of the pipe but is not less than five times the specified

wall thickneswall thickness of s of the pipe. During the third step, which is the pipe. During the third step, which is a testa test

for soundness, the flattening shall be continued until the testfor soundness, the flattening shall be continued until the test

spespecimcimen en brebreaks aks or or the the oppopposiosite te walwalls ls of of the the test specimtest specimenen

meet. Evidence of laminated or unsound material or of incom-meet. Evidence of laminated or unsound material or of incom-

plete weld that is revealed by the flattening test shall be causeplete weld that is revealed by the flattening test shall be cause
for rejection.for rejection.

7.3.37.3.3.2 .2 For pipe produced in For pipe produced in single lengthsingle lengths, the s, the flattenflatteninging

test specified intest specified in   7.3.3.1  7.3.3.1   shall be made using a test specimen  shall be made using a test specimen

TABLE 1 Chemical RequirementsTABLE 1 Chemical Requirements

Composition, max, %Composition, max, %

CCaarrbboon  n  MMaannggaanneesse  e  PPhhoosspphhoorruus  s  SSuullffuur  r  CCooppppeerrAA NickelNickelAA ChromiumChromiumAA MolybdenumMolybdenumAA VanadiumVanadiumAA

Type S (seamless pipe)Type S (seamless pipe)

GGrraadde  e  A  A  00..2255B B  00..995  5  00..005  5  00..00445  5  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..115  5  00..0088

GGrraadde  e  B  B  00..3300C C  11..220  0  00..005  5  00..00445  5  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..115  5  00..0088

Type E (electric-resistance-welded)Type E (electric-resistance-welded)

GGrraadde  e  A  A  00..2255B B  00..995  5  00..005  5  00..00445  5  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..115  5  00..0088

GGrraadde  e  B  B  00..3300C C  11..220  0  00..005  5  00..00445  5  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..115  5  00..0088

Type F (furnace-welded pipe)Type F (furnace-welded pipe)

GGrraaddees  s  A  A  aannd  d  B  B  00..3300B B  11..220  0  00..005  5  00..00445  5  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..440  0  00..115  5  00..0088

AA The total composition for these five elements shall not exceed 1.00 %.The total composition for these five elements shall not exceed 1.00 %.
B B For each reduction of 0.01 % below the specified carbon maximum, an increase of 0.06 % manganese above the specified maximum will be permitted up to a maximumFor each reduction of 0.01 % below the specified carbon maximum, an increase of 0.06 % manganese above the specified maximum will be permitted up to a maximum

of 1.35 %.of 1.35 %.
C C For each reduction of 0.01 % below the specified carbon maximum, an increase of 0.06 % manganese above the specified maximum will be permitted up to a maximumFor each reduction of 0.01 % below the specified carbon maximum, an increase of 0.06 % manganese above the specified maximum will be permitted up to a maximum

of 1.65 %.of 1.65 %.

TABLE 2 Tensile RequirementsTABLE 2 Tensile Requirements

GGrraadde  e  A  A  GGrraadde  e  BB

TTenensisile le ststrerengngthth,  ,  mimin,  n,  pspsi  i  [M[MPaPa] ]  48 48 00000 0 [3[33030]  ]  60 60 00000 0 [4[41515]]

YYiieelld  d  ssttrreennggtthh,  ,  mmiinn,  ,  ppssi  i  [[MMPPaa]  ]  330  0  00000  0  [[220055]  ]  335  5  00000  0  [[224400]]

Elongation in 2 in. or 50 mmElongation in 2 in. or 50 mm    AA,,B B AA,,B B 

AA The minimThe minimum elongaum elongatiotion n in in 2 2 in. [50 in. [50 mm] shall be mm] shall be thathat t detdetermermineined d by theby the

following equation:following equation:

e e 55 625000625000 f f19401940gg  A A 0.20.2 /  / U U  0.9 0.9

where:where:

e e     = = minimuminimum elongm elongation iation in 2 in. on 2 in. or 50 mm ir 50 mm in percen percent, rount, rounded to nded to the neathe nearestrest

percent,percent,

AA    = = the the leslesser ser of of 0.70.75 i5 in.n.22 [500 mm[500 mm22] and the cross-sectional area of the] and the cross-sectional area of the

tension test specimen, calculated using the specified outside diameter oftension test specimen, calculated using the specified outside diameter of

the pipe, or the nominal width of the tension test specimen and thethe pipe, or the nominal width of the tension test specimen and the

specified wall thickness of the pipe, with the calculated valuespecified wall thickness of the pipe, with the calculated value

rounded to the nearest 0.01 in.rounded to the nearest 0.01 in.22 [1 mm[1 mm22], and], and

U U     = = specifispecified mied minimum nimum tensiltensile stre strength, ength, psi [psi [MPa].MPa].
B B SeeSee   T  Table able X4.1X4.1    oror   Ta  Table ble X4.2X4.2,,   whic  whichevhever er is is appappliclicablable, e, for for the the minminimuimumm

eloelongangatiotion n valvalues ues thathat t are are reqrequiruired ed for for varvariouious s comcombinbinatiations ons of of tentensiosion n testestt

specimspecimen en size and size and specifispecified ed minimuminimum m tensiltensile e strengstrength.th.
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taken from each end of each length of pipe. The tests from eachtaken from each end of each length of pipe. The tests from each

end shall be made alternately with the weld at 0° and at 90°end shall be made alternately with the weld at 0° and at 90°

from the line of direction of force.from the line of direction of force.

7.3.37.3.3.3 .3 For pipe producFor pipe produced in ed in multiplmultiple lengths, the flatteninge lengths, the flattening

test specified intest specified in 7.3.3.1 7.3.3.1 shall be made as follows: shall be made as follows:

(1)(1)  Test specimens taken from, and representative of, the  Test specimens taken from, and representative of, the

front end of the first pipe intended to be supplied from eachfront end of the first pipe intended to be supplied from each

coil, the back end of the last pipe intended to be supplied fromcoil, the back end of the last pipe intended to be supplied from

each coil, and each side of any intermediate weld stop locationeach coil, and each side of any intermediate weld stop location

shall be flattened with the weld located at 90° from the line of shall be flattened with the weld located at 90° from the line of direction of force.direction of force.

(2)(2) Test specimens taken from pipe at any two locations Test specimens taken from pipe at any two locations

intermediate to the front end of the first pipe and the back endintermediate to the front end of the first pipe and the back end

of the last pipe intended to be supplied from each coil shall beof the last pipe intended to be supplied from each coil shall be

flattened with the weld located at 0° from the line of directionflattened with the weld located at 0° from the line of direction

of force.of force.

7.3.37.3.3.4 .4 For pipe that is For pipe that is to be subsequentto be subsequently reheated throuly reheated through-gh-

out its cross section and hot formed by a reducing process, theout its cross section and hot formed by a reducing process, the

manufacturer shall have the option of obtaining the flatteningmanufacturer shall have the option of obtaining the flattening

test test spespecimcimens ens reqrequiruired ed byby   7.3.3.2  7.3.3.2    oror   7.3.3.3  7.3.3.3, , whiwhichechever isver is

applicable, either prior to or after such hot reducing.applicable, either prior to or after such hot reducing.

7.3.47.3.4   Type F Grade A Pipe—   Type F Grade A Pipe— A test specimen at least 4 in.A test specimen at least 4 in.

[100 mm] in length shall be flattened cold between parallel[100 mm] in length shall be flattened cold between parallel

plates in three steps. The weld shall be located at 90° from theplates in three steps. The weld shall be located at 90° from the

line of direction of force. During the first step, which is a testline of direction of force. During the first step, which is a testfor ductility of the weld, except as allowed byfor ductility of the weld, except as allowed by  7.3.5 7.3.5,, 7.3.6 7.3.6, and, and

7.3.77.3.7, , no no crcracacks ks or or brbreaeaks ks on on ththe e ininsisidede, , ououtstsidide, e, or or enendd

susurfrfaceaces s at at ththe e weweld ld shshalall l be be prpresesenent t bebefofore re ththe e didiststanancece

between the plates is less than three fourths of the specifiedbetween the plates is less than three fourths of the specified

outside diameter of the pipe. As a second step, the flatteningoutside diameter of the pipe. As a second step, the flattening

shall be continued as a test for ductility away from the weld.shall be continued as a test for ductility away from the weld.

During the second step, except as allowed byDuring the second step, except as allowed by  7.3.6 7.3.6  andand 7.3.7 7.3.7,,

no cracks or breaks on the inside, outside, or end surfaces awayno cracks or breaks on the inside, outside, or end surfaces away

from the weld shall be present before the distance between thefrom the weld shall be present before the distance between the

plates is less than 60 % of the specified outside diameter of theplates is less than 60 % of the specified outside diameter of the

pipe. During the third step, which is a test for soundness, thepipe. During the third step, which is a test for soundness, the

flattening shall be continued until the test specimen breaks orflattening shall be continued until the test specimen breaks or

the opposthe opposite ite walwalls ls of the of the test specitest specimen meet. men meet. EviEvidendence ce of of 

laminated or unsound material or of incomplete weld that islaminated or unsound material or of incomplete weld that is

revealed by the flattening test shall be cause for rejection.revealed by the flattening test shall be cause for rejection.

7.37.3.5 Surfa.5 Surface ce impimperferfectiections ons in in the the testest t spespecimecimen n befbeforeore

flattening, but revealed during the first step of the flatteningflattening, but revealed during the first step of the flattening

test, shall be judged in accordance with the finish requirementstest, shall be judged in accordance with the finish requirements

in Sectionin Section  1212..

7.37.3.6 .6 SupSuperfierficial cial ruprupturtures es as as a a resresult ult of of sursurfacface e impimperferfec-ec-

tions shall not be cause for rejection.tions shall not be cause for rejection.

7.37.3.7 .7 For pipFor pipe with ae with a   DD-to--to-t t   ratio less than 10, because the ratio less than 10, because the

strain imposed due to geometry is unreasonably high on thestrain imposed due to geometry is unreasonably high on the

inside surface at the 6 and 12 o’clock locations, cracks at suchinside surface at the 6 and 12 o’clock locations, cracks at such

locations shall not be cause for rejection.locations shall not be cause for rejection.

8. 8. Hydrostatic Hydrostatic TTestest

8.1 8.1 The hydroThe hydrostatstatic ic testest t shashall ll be be appappliedlied, , witwithouhout t leakleakageage

through the weld seam or the pipe body.through the weld seam or the pipe body.

8.2 Plain8.2 Plain-en-end d pippipe e shashall ll be be hydhydrosrostatitaticallcally y testested ted to to thethe
applicaapplicable ble presspressure ure given ingiven in   Ta  Table ble X2.2X2.2,,   and   and threadthreaded-aned-and-d-

coupled pipe shall be hydrostatically tested to the applicablecoupled pipe shall be hydrostatically tested to the applicable

pressure given inpressure given in   Tab  Table le X2.3X2.3..   It shall be permissible, at the  It shall be permissible, at the

discretion of the manufacturer, to perform the hydrostatic testdiscretion of the manufacturer, to perform the hydrostatic test

on pipe with plain ends, with threads only, or with threads andon pipe with plain ends, with threads only, or with threads and

couplings; and it shall also be permissible to test pipe in eithercouplings; and it shall also be permissible to test pipe in either

single lengths or multiple lengths.single lengths or multiple lengths.

NNOTEOTE 4—The hydrostatic test pressures given herein are inspection test 4—The hydrostatic test pressures given herein are inspection test
pressures, are not intended as a basis for design, and do not have any directpressures, are not intended as a basis for design, and do not have any direct
relationship to working pressures.relationship to working pressures.

8.8.3 3 ThThe e mimininimumum m hyhydrdrosostattatic ic testest t prpresessusure re rereququireired d toto

satisfy the satisfy the requirrequirements specified inements specified in 8.2 8.2  need not exceed 2500 need not exceed 2500

psi [17 200 kPa] for pipe NPS 3 [DN 80] or smaller, or 2800psi [17 200 kPa] for pipe NPS 3 [DN 80] or smaller, or 2800
psi [19 300 kPa] for pipe larger than NPS 3 [DN 80]; however,psi [19 300 kPa] for pipe larger than NPS 3 [DN 80]; however,

the manufacturer has the option of using higher test pressures.the manufacturer has the option of using higher test pressures.

For all sizes of Type S, Type E, and Type F Grade B pipe, theFor all sizes of Type S, Type E, and Type F Grade B pipe, the

hydrostatic test pressure shall be maintained for at least 5 s.hydrostatic test pressure shall be maintained for at least 5 s.

9. 9. Nondestructive ElecNondestructive Electric Ttric Testest

9.19.1   Type E and Type F Grade B Pipe:  Type E and Type F Grade B Pipe:

9.19.1.1 .1 ExcExcept ept for pipe for pipe proproducduced ed on on a a hothot-st-stretcretch h redreducinucingg

mill, the weld seam of each length of Type E and Type F Grademill, the weld seam of each length of Type E and Type F Grade

B B pipipe pe NPNPS S 2 2 [D[DN N 5050] ] or laror largeger r shshalall l be be teteststed ed wiwith th aa

nondnondestrucestructive electric tive electric test test in in accordaccordance with ance with PracticPracticeses E213 E213,,

E273E273,,   E309  E309, , oror   E570  E570..   Each   Each lenlength gth of of eleelectrictric-rc-resiesistanstance-ce-

weweldlded ed pipipe pe NPNPS S 2 2 [D[DN N 5050] ] or or lalargrger er anand d prprododucuced ed on on aa

hot-stretch-reducing mill shall be tested with a nondestructivehot-stretch-reducing mill shall be tested with a nondestructive

eleelectrctric ic testest t ththat at ininpspsectects s ththe e fufull ll vovolulume me of of ththe e pipipe pe inin
accordaccordance ance with with PracticPracticeses E213 E213,,  E309 E309, , oror E570 E570..

9.1.29.1.2    UltrasUltrasonic onic and and ElectrElectromagomagnetic netic InspInspection— ection— AnyAny

equipment utilizing the ultrasonic or electromagnetic principlesequipment utilizing the ultrasonic or electromagnetic principles

and capable of continuous and uninterrupted inspection of theand capable of continuous and uninterrupted inspection of the

weld seam shall be used. The equipment shall be checked withweld seam shall be used. The equipment shall be checked with

an applicable reference standard as described inan applicable reference standard as described in 9.1.3 9.1.3 at least at least

once every working turn or not more than 8 h to demonstrateonce every working turn or not more than 8 h to demonstrate

its effectiveness and the inspection procedures. The equipmentits effectiveness and the inspection procedures. The equipment

shall be adjusted to produce well-defined indications when theshall be adjusted to produce well-defined indications when the

rerefefererencnce e stastandndarard d is is scscanannened d by by ththe e ininspspectectioion n ununit it in in aa

manner simulating the inspection of the product.manner simulating the inspection of the product.

9.1.39.1.3   Refere  Reference nce StandStandardards— s— ThThe e lelengngth th of of ththe e rerefefererencncee

standards shall be determined by the pipe manufacturer, andstandards shall be determined by the pipe manufacturer, and

they shall have the same specified diameter and thickness asthey shall have the same specified diameter and thickness as

the product being the product being inspecinspected. Reference standards shall ted. Reference standards shall contaicontainn
machined notches, one on the inside surface and one on themachined notches, one on the inside surface and one on the

outside surface, or a drilled hole, as shown inoutside surface, or a drilled hole, as shown in   Fig. 1  Fig. 1, at the, at the

option of the pipe manufacturer. The notches shall be paralleloption of the pipe manufacturer. The notches shall be parallel

to the weld seam, and shall be separated by a distance sufficientto the weld seam, and shall be separated by a distance sufficient

to produce two separate and distinguishable signals. Theto produce two separate and distinguishable signals. The    11 ⁄  ⁄ 88-in.-in.

[3.2-mm] hole shall be drilled through the wall and perpen-[3.2-mm] hole shall be drilled through the wall and perpen-

dicular to the surface of the reference standard as shown indicular to the surface of the reference standard as shown in  Fig. Fig.

11..   Car  Care e shshalall l be be taktaken en in in ththe e prprepepararatiation on of of ththe e rerefefererencncee

standard to ensure freedom from fins or other edge roughness,standard to ensure freedom from fins or other edge roughness,

or distortion of the pipe.or distortion of the pipe.

NNOTEOTE   5—The calibratio  5—The calibration n standastandards shown rds shown inin   Fig. 1  Fig. 1   are   are convenconvenientient
standards for calibration of nondestructive testing equipment. The dimen-standards for calibration of nondestructive testing equipment. The dimen-
sions of such standards are not to be construed as the minimum sizes of sions of such standards are not to be construed as the minimum sizes of 
imperfections detectable by such equipment.imperfections detectable by such equipment.

9.1.49.1.4   Acceptance Limits—   Acceptance Limits— Table 3Table 3 gives the height of accep- gives the height of accep-
tance limit signals in percent of the height of signals producedtance limit signals in percent of the height of signals produced

by reference standards. Imperfections in the weld seam thatby reference standards. Imperfections in the weld seam that

produce a signal greater than the acceptance limit signal givenproduce a signal greater than the acceptance limit signal given
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inin   T  Tablable e 33   sh  shall all be be coconsnsididerered ed a a dedefefect ct ununleless ss ththe e pipipepe

manufacturer can demonstrate that the imperfection does notmanufacturer can demonstrate that the imperfection does not

rereduduce ce ththe e efeffefectctivive e wawall ll ththickickneness ss bebeyoyond nd 1212.5 .5 % % of of ththee

specified wall thickness.specified wall thickness.

9.29.2   Type S Pipe—   Type S Pipe— As an alternative to the hydrostatic test atAs an alternative to the hydrostatic test at

the option of the manufacturer or if specified in the purchasethe option of the manufacturer or if specified in the purchase

order, the full body of each seamless pipe shall be tested withorder, the full body of each seamless pipe shall be tested with

a nondestructive electric test in accordance with Practicea nondestructive electric test in accordance with Practice  E213 E213,,

E309E309, , oror  E570 E570..   In such cases, each length so furnished shall  In such cases, each length so furnished shall
include the mandatory marking of the letters “NDE.” Except asinclude the mandatory marking of the letters “NDE.” Except as

allowed byallowed by 9.2.6.2 9.2.6.2,, it is the intent of this nondestructive electric it is the intent of this nondestructive electric

test to reject pipe with imperfections that produce test signalstest to reject pipe with imperfections that produce test signals

eqequaual l to to or or grgreateater er ththan an ththosose e prprododucuced ed by by ththe e apapplplicaicablblee

calibration standards.calibration standards.

9.2.1 9.2.1 If the nondestruIf the nondestructive electric test has been performedctive electric test has been performed,,

ththe e lenlengtgths hs shshall all be be mamarkrked ed wiwith th ththe e letletterters s “N“NDEDE.” .” ThThee

certificacertification, if tion, if requirrequired, ed, shall state shall state NondNondestrucestructive tive ElectriElectricc

Tested and shall indicate which of the tests was applied. Also,Tested and shall indicate which of the tests was applied. Also,

the letters NDE shall be appended to the product specificationthe letters NDE shall be appended to the product specification

number and grade shown on the certification.number and grade shown on the certification.

9.2.2 9.2.2 The followinThe following informatiog information is n is intendintended to ed to facilitafacilitate thete the

use of this specification:use of this specification:

9.2.29.2.2.1 .1 The calibration standarThe calibration standards defined inds defined in   9.2.3  9.2.3   through  through

9.2.59.2.5 are convenient standards for calibration of nondestructive are convenient standards for calibration of nondestructive
testing equipment. The dimensions of such standards are not totesting equipment. The dimensions of such standards are not to

be construed as be construed as the minimum sizes the minimum sizes of imperfectioof imperfections detectablens detectable

by such equipment.by such equipment.

9.2.29.2.2.2 .2 The ultrasoThe ultrasonic testing referrnic testing referred to in ed to in this specificathis specificationtion

is capable of detecting the presence and location of significantis capable of detecting the presence and location of significant
lonlongitugitudindinally ally or or circcircumfumferenerentialtially ly oriorienteented d impeimperfecrfectiontions;s;

howhoweveeverr, , difdifferferent ent techtechniqniques ues neeneed d to to be be empemployloyed ed for for thethe

detection of differently oriented imperfections. Ultrasonic test-detection of differently oriented imperfections. Ultrasonic test-

ing is not necessarily capable of detecting short, deep imper-ing is not necessarily capable of detecting short, deep imper-

fections.fections.

9.29.2.2..2.3 3 The The eddeddy y curcurrenrent t exaexaminminatioation n refrefereerencenced d in in thisthis

spspeciecificaficatiotion n has has the the capcapabiabilitlity y of of dedetectectinting g sigsignifinificancantt

discontinuities, especially of the short abrupt type.discontinuities, especially of the short abrupt type.

9.29.2.2..2.4 4 The The flux leakagflux leakage e exaexaminminatioation n refreferrerred ed to to in in thisthis

specification is capable of detecting the presence and locationspecification is capable of detecting the presence and location

of significant longitudinally or transversely oriented disconti-of significant longitudinally or transversely oriented disconti-

nunuitiities. es. ThThe e prprovovisisioions ns of of ththis is spspeciecificficatiation on ononly ly rereququiriree

longitudinal calibration for flux leakage. Different techniqueslongitudinal calibration for flux leakage. Different techniques

need to be employed for the detection of differently orientedneed to be employed for the detection of differently oriented

imperfections.imperfections.
9.9.2.2.2.2.5 5 ThThe e hyhydrdrosostatatic tic testest t rerefeferrrred ed to to inin    8.28.2   ha  has s ththee

capability of finding imperfections of a size permitting the testcapability of finding imperfections of a size permitting the test

fluid to leak through the tube wall and may be either visuallyfluid to leak through the tube wall and may be either visually

seen or detected by a loss of pressure. Hydrostatic testing is notseen or detected by a loss of pressure. Hydrostatic testing is not

necessnecessarily capable arily capable of of detectidetecting ng very tight very tight throuthrough-thgh-the-walle-wall

impimperferfectiections ons or or impimperferfectiections ons thathat t exteextend nd an an appapprecreciabiablele

distance into the wall without complete penetration.distance into the wall without complete penetration.

9.29.2.2..2.6 6 A A purpurchachaser ser intintereerested sted in in asceascertairtaininning g the the natnatureure

(type, size, location, and orientation) of imperfections that are(type, size, location, and orientation) of imperfections that are

capable of being detected in the specific application of thesecapable of being detected in the specific application of these

examinations is directed to discuss this with the manufacturerexaminations is directed to discuss this with the manufacturer

of the tubular product.of the tubular product.

9.29.2.3 For .3 For ultultrasrasononic ic testestinting, g, ththe e calcalibibratratioion n refrefererencencee

notches shall be at the option of the manufacturer, and shall benotches shall be at the option of the manufacturer, and shall be

any one of the three common notch shapes shown in Practiceany one of the three common notch shapes shown in Practice
E213E213..   Th  The e dedeptpth h of of nonotch shaltch shall l nonot t exexceeceed d 1212.5 .5 % % of of ththee

spespecificified ed wall thickwall thicknesness s of of the pipe the pipe or or 0.00.004 04 in. [0.1 in. [0.1 mm]mm],,

whichever is the greater.whichever is the greater.

FIG. 1 FIG. 1 CalibrCalibration Station Standardandardss

TABLE 3 Acceptance LimitsTABLE 3 Acceptance Limits

TTyyppe  e  NNoottcch  h  SSiizze  e  oof  f  HHoolle  e  AAcccceeppttaannccee
LimitLimit

Signal, %Signal, %
iinn.  .  mmmm

N10, V10N10, V10

B, B, PP

11 ⁄  ⁄ 88

......

3.23.2

......

100100

8080
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9.29.2.4 .4 For For eddeddy y curcurrenrent t testtestinging, , the the calicalibrabratiotion n pippipe e shashallll

concontaintain, , at at the optiothe option n of the of the manmanufaufactucturerrer, , any one any one of of thethe

following calibration standards to establish a minimum sensi-following calibration standards to establish a minimum sensi-

tivity level for rejection.tivity level for rejection.

9.2.4.19.2.4.1   Dr  Drilled illed Hole— Hole— The The calicalibrabration tion pippipe e shashall ll concontaintain

three holes spaced 120° apart or four holes spaced 90° apart,three holes spaced 120° apart or four holes spaced 90° apart,

sufficiently separated longitudinally to ensure separately dis-sufficiently separated longitudinally to ensure separately dis-

tinguishable responses. The holes shall be drilled radially andtinguishable responses. The holes shall be drilled radially and

completely through the pipe wall, care being taken to avoidcompletely through the pipe wall, care being taken to avoid

didistostortrtioion n of of ththe e pipipe pe whwhile ile drdrillillining. g. DeDepependndenent t upupon on ththee
nonomiminanal l pipipe pe sisizeze, , ththe e cacaliblibraratiotion n pipipe pe shshall all cocontntaiain n ththee

following hole:following hole:

NNPPS  S  DDN  N  DDiiaammeetteer  r  oof  f  DDrriilllleed  d  HHoollee

## 11 ⁄  ⁄ 22    ## 115  5  00..00339  9  iinn.  .  [[11..0  0  mmmm]]

>>    11 ⁄  ⁄ 22 ## 1111 ⁄  ⁄ 44    > > 1515 ## 332  2  00..00555  5  iinn.  .  [[11..4  4  mmmm]]

> > 1111 ⁄  ⁄ 44 ## 2  2  >  >  3322 ## 550  0  00..00771  1  iinn.  .  [[11..8  8  mmmm]]

> > 22 ## 5  5  >  >  5500 ## 11225  5  00..00887  7  iinn.  .  [[22..2  2  mmmm]]

>  >  5  5  >  >  11225  5  00..11006  6  iinn.  .  [[22..7  7  mmmm]]

9.2.4.29.2.4.2  Transverse Tangential Notch—  Transverse Tangential Notch— Using a round tool orUsing a round tool or

file with afile with a    11 ⁄  ⁄ 44  in. [6 mm] diameter, a notch shall be filed or  in. [6 mm] diameter, a notch shall be filed or

milled tangential to the surface and transverse to the longitu-milled tangential to the surface and transverse to the longitu-

didinanal l axaxis is of of ththe e pipipepe. . ThThe e nonotctch h shshalall l hahave ve a a dedeptpth h nonott

exceeding 12.5 % of the specified wall thickness of the pipe orexceeding 12.5 % of the specified wall thickness of the pipe or

0.012 in. [0.3 mm], whichever is the greater.0.012 in. [0.3 mm], whichever is the greater.

9.2.4.39.2.4.3   Longitudinal Notch—   Longitudinal Notch— A notch 0.031 in. [0.8 mm] orA notch 0.031 in. [0.8 mm] or

less in width shall be machined in a radial plane parallel to theless in width shall be machined in a radial plane parallel to the

pipe axis on the outside surface of the pipe, to a depth notpipe axis on the outside surface of the pipe, to a depth not

exceeding 12.5 % of the specified wall thickness of the pipe orexceeding 12.5 % of the specified wall thickness of the pipe or

0.012 in. [0.3 mm], whichever is the greater. The length of the0.012 in. [0.3 mm], whichever is the greater. The length of the

notch shall be compatible with the testing method.notch shall be compatible with the testing method.

9.2.4.49.2.4.4   Compatibility—   Compatibility— The calibration standards in the cali-The calibration standards in the cali-

bration pipe shall be compatible with the testing equipment andbration pipe shall be compatible with the testing equipment and

the method being used.the method being used.

9.2.5 9.2.5 For flux For flux leakagleakage e testingtesting, , the longitudinthe longitudinal al calibrcalibrationation

reference notches shall be straight-sided notches machined in areference notches shall be straight-sided notches machined in a

raradidial al plplanane e papararallellel l to to ththe e pipipe pe axaxisis. . FoFor r spspececifieified d wawallll

thicknesses less than 0.500 in. [12.7 mm], outside and insidethicknesses less than 0.500 in. [12.7 mm], outside and inside

notches shall be used. For specified wall thicknesses equal to ornotches shall be used. For specified wall thicknesses equal to or

greater than 0.500 in. [12.7 mm], only an outside notch shall begreater than 0.500 in. [12.7 mm], only an outside notch shall be

used. The notch depth shall not exceed 12.5 % of the specifiedused. The notch depth shall not exceed 12.5 % of the specified
wall thickness, or 0.012 in. [0.3 mm], whichever is the greater.wall thickness, or 0.012 in. [0.3 mm], whichever is the greater.

The notch length shall not exceed 1 in. [25 mm], and the notchThe notch length shall not exceed 1 in. [25 mm], and the notch

width shall not exceed the notch depth. Outside diameter andwidth shall not exceed the notch depth. Outside diameter and

inside diameter notches shall be located sufficiently apart toinside diameter notches shall be located sufficiently apart to

allow separation and identification of the signals.allow separation and identification of the signals.

9.2.6 9.2.6 Pipe containinPipe containing one g one or more or more imperimperfectionfections that s that pro-pro-

duce a signal equal to or greater than the signal produced by theduce a signal equal to or greater than the signal produced by the

calibration standard shall be rejected or the area producing thecalibration standard shall be rejected or the area producing the

signal shall be rejected.signal shall be rejected.

9.2.69.2.6.1 .1 TTest signals produced by est signals produced by imperfimperfectionections s that cannotthat cannot

be be ididenentitifiefied, d, or  or  prprododucuced ed by by crcracacks ks or  or  crcracack-k-lilikeke

imperfections, shall result in rejection of the pipe, unless it isimperfections, shall result in rejection of the pipe, unless it is

repaired and retested. To be accepted, the pipe shall pass therepaired and retested. To be accepted, the pipe shall pass the

same specificatiosame specification test n test to which it to which it was originally subjewas originally subjected andcted and

the the remremainaining ing walwall l thithicknckness ess shashall ll not not havhave e beebeen n decdecreasreaseded
below that permitted by the specification. It shall be permis-below that permitted by the specification. It shall be permis-

sible to reduce the outside diameter at the point of grinding bysible to reduce the outside diameter at the point of grinding by

the amount so removed.the amount so removed.

9.2.69.2.6.2 .2 It shall be It shall be permispermissible to evaluate test signals pro-sible to evaluate test signals pro-

duced by visual imperfections in accordance with the provi-duced by visual imperfections in accordance with the provi-

sions of Sectionsions of Section 12 12.. A few examples of such imperfections are A few examples of such imperfections are

straightener marks, cutting chips, scratches, steel die stamps,straightener marks, cutting chips, scratches, steel die stamps,

stop marks, or pipe reducer ripple.stop marks, or pipe reducer ripple.

9.9.2.2.7 7 ThThe e testest t memeththodods s dedescscriribebed d in in SeSectictionon    99   ar  are e nonott

necessarily capable of inspecting the end portion of pipes. Thisnecessarily capable of inspecting the end portion of pipes. This

condition is referred to as end effect. The length of the endcondition is referred to as end effect. The length of the end

effect shall be determined by the manufacturer and, if specifiedeffect shall be determined by the manufacturer and, if specified

in the purchase order, reported to the purchaser.in the purchase order, reported to the purchaser.

10. 10. Permissible VPermissible Variations in Weigariations in Weight (Mass) ht (Mass) andand

DimensionsDimensions

10.110.1   W  Weight eight (Mass)— (Mass)— The weight (mass) of the pipe shallThe weight (mass) of the pipe shall

not vary more thannot vary more than 66 10 % from its specified weight (mass), as10 % from its specified weight (mass), as

derderived by ived by mulmultiptiplyilying ng its its meameasursured ed lenlength gth by by its its spespecificifieded

weight (mass) per unit length, as given inweight (mass) per unit length, as given in Table X2.2 Table X2.2 or or  Table Table

X2.3X2.3, or as calculated using the relevant equation in ASME, or as calculated using the relevant equation in ASME

B36.10M.B36.10M.

NNOTEOTE   6—F  6—For or pippipe e NPS 4 NPS 4 [DN 100] or [DN 100] or smsmallealler, the r, the weiweight (massght (mass))
tolerance is applicable to the weights (masses) of the customary lifts of tolerance is applicable to the weights (masses) of the customary lifts of 
pipe as produced for shipment by the mill. For pipe larger than NPS 4 [DNpipe as produced for shipment by the mill. For pipe larger than NPS 4 [DN
100], where individual lengths are weighed, the weight (mass) tolerance is100], where individual lengths are weighed, the weight (mass) tolerance is
applicapplicable to able to the the indiviindividual lengths.dual lengths.

10.210.2   Diameter—   Diameter— For pipe NPS 1For pipe NPS 111 ⁄  ⁄ 22   [DN 40] or smaller, the [DN 40] or smaller, the
outside diameter at any point shall not vary more thanoutside diameter at any point shall not vary more than 66 11 ⁄  ⁄ 6464 in. in.

[0.4 mm] from the specified outside diameter. For pipe NPS 2[0.4 mm] from the specified outside diameter. For pipe NPS 2

[DN 50] or larger, the outside diameter shall not vary more[DN 50] or larger, the outside diameter shall not vary more

thanthan 66 1 % from the specified outside diameter.1 % from the specified outside diameter.

10.310.3   Thickness—   Thickness— The minimum wall thickness at any pointThe minimum wall thickness at any point

shshalall l be be nonot t momore re ththan an 1212.5 .5 % % unundeder r ththe e spspececifiified ed wawallll

thithickncknessess. . The The minminimuimum m walwall l thicthicknekness ss on on insinspecpection tion shashallll

conform to the requirements given inconform to the requirements given in Table X2.4 Table X2.4..

111. 1. End FiniEnd Finishsh

1111.1 .1 If ordered with plain ends, the pipe shall be furnishedIf ordered with plain ends, the pipe shall be furnished

to the following practice, unless otherwise specified.to the following practice, unless otherwise specified.

11.1.111.1.1   N  NPS PS 1111 ⁄  ⁄ 22   [D  [DN N 4040] ] or or SmSmalalleler— r— Unless Unless otherwotherwiseise

specified in the purchase order, end finish shall be at the optionspecified in the purchase order, end finish shall be at the option
of the manufacturer.of the manufacturer.

11.1.211.1.2   Larger than NPS 1  Larger than NPS 111 ⁄  ⁄ 22  [DN 40]: [DN 40]:

1111.1.2.1 .1.2.1 Pipe of Pipe of standstandard-ward-weight or eight or extra-extra-stronstrong g weighweight, t, oror

in wall thickness less than 0.500 in. [12.7 mm], other thanin wall thickness less than 0.500 in. [12.7 mm], other than

doubdouble le extra-extra-stronstrong g weighweight t pipe, shall pipe, shall be be plain-plain-end beveledend beveled

with ends beveled to an angle of 30°, +5°, -0°, measured fromwith ends beveled to an angle of 30°, +5°, -0°, measured from

a line drawn perpendicular to the axis of the pipe, and with aa line drawn perpendicular to the axis of the pipe, and with a

root face of root face of    11 ⁄  ⁄ 1616    in.in. 66 11 ⁄  ⁄ 3232   in. [1.6 mm in. [1.6 mm 66 0.8 mm].0.8 mm].

1111.1.2.1.2.2 .2 PipPipe e with a with a spespecifiecified d walwall l thicthicknekness ss gregreater thanater than

0.500 in. [12.7 mm], and all double extra-strong weight pipe,0.500 in. [12.7 mm], and all double extra-strong weight pipe,

shall be plain-end square cut.shall be plain-end square cut.

1111.2 .2 If orderIf ordered ed witwith h thrthreadeaded ed endends, s, the pipe the pipe endends s shashall ll bebe

provided with a thread in accordance with the gaging practiceprovided with a thread in accordance with the gaging practice

and tolerances ofand tolerances of ANSI B1.20.1. For standANSI B1.20.1. For standard-weight pipe NPSard-weight pipe NPS

6 [DN 150] or smaller, refer to6 [DN 150] or smaller, refer to  Table X3.1 Table X3.1 for threading data. for threading data.
For standard-weight pipe NPS 8 [DN 200] or larger and allFor standard-weight pipe NPS 8 [DN 200] or larger and all

sizesizes s of of extrextra-sa-strotrong ng weiweight ght pippipe e and and doudouble ble extrextra-sa-strotrongng

weight pipe, refer toweight pipe, refer to  Table X3.2 Table X3.2 for threading data. Threaded for threading data. Threaded
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pipe NPS 4 [DN 100] or larger shall have thread protectors onpipe NPS 4 [DN 100] or larger shall have thread protectors on

the ends not protected by a coupling.the ends not protected by a coupling.

111.3 1.3 If If ordordered with couplered with couplingings, s, one end one end of of eaceach h lenlength of gth of 

pipipe pe shshalall l be be prprovovidided ed wiwith th a a cocoupuplinling g manmanufufactacturured ed inin

accordaccordance ance with with SpecifiSpecificationcation   A865/A865M  A865/A865M..   The   The coucoupliplingng

threadthreads shall be s shall be in accordanin accordance with the ce with the gagingaging practice ofg practice of ANSIANSI

B1.20.1. The coupling shall be applied handling-tight, unlessB1.20.1. The coupling shall be applied handling-tight, unless

power-tight is specified in the purchase order. Couplings are topower-tight is specified in the purchase order. Couplings are to

be made of steel. Taper-tapped couplings shall be furnished onbe made of steel. Taper-tapped couplings shall be furnished on

all threaded pipe NPS 2all threaded pipe NPS 211 ⁄  ⁄ 22 [DN 65] or larger. For pipe smaller [DN 65] or larger. For pipe smaller
ththan an NPNPS S 2211 ⁄  ⁄ 22   [D  [DN N 6565], ], it it is is reregugulalar r prpractactice ice to to fufurnrnishish

straight-tapped couplings for standard-weight pipe and taper-straight-tapped couplings for standard-weight pipe and taper-

tapptapped ed coucouplinplings gs for for extrextra-sa-strotrong ng and and doudouble ble extextra-ra-strstrongong

weiweight ght pippipe. e. If If taptaperer-ta-tapppped ed coucoupliplingngs s are are reqrequiruired ed forfor

stanstandardard-wd-weigeight ht pippipe e smalsmaller ler thathan n NPS NPS 2211 ⁄  ⁄ 22   [D  [DN N 6565], ], it it isis

recommended that line pipe threads in accordance with APIrecommended that line pipe threads in accordance with API

Specification 5B be ordered. The taper-tapped couplings pro-Specification 5B be ordered. The taper-tapped couplings pro-

vided on line pipe in such sizes may be used on mill-threadedvided on line pipe in such sizes may be used on mill-threaded

standard-weight pipe of the same size.standard-weight pipe of the same size.

12. 12. WorWorkmanship, Finish, and Appeakmanship, Finish, and Appearancerance

12.1 12.1 The pipe manufacturThe pipe manufacturer shall er shall exploexplore a re a sufsuffficient num-icient num-

ber ber of of visvisual ual sursurface face impimperferfectiections ons to to proprovidvide e reareasonsonablablee

assurance that they have been properly evaluated with respectassurance that they have been properly evaluated with respect

to depth.to depth.

12.2 12.2 SurfaSurface imperfectioce imperfections that ns that penetrpenetrate more than ate more than 12.5 %12.5 %

of the specified wall thickness or encroach on the minimumof the specified wall thickness or encroach on the minimum

wall thickness shall be considered defects. Pipe with defectswall thickness shall be considered defects. Pipe with defects

shall be given one or more of the following dispositions:shall be given one or more of the following dispositions:

12.2.12.2.1 1 The defect shall be The defect shall be removremoved by ed by grindgrinding, providing, provideded

that the remaining wall thickness is within specified limits,that the remaining wall thickness is within specified limits,

12.12.2.2 2.2 TType S ype S pippipe e and the and the parparent metal of ent metal of TType E ype E pippipe,e,

excexcept ept withwithinin    11 ⁄  ⁄ 22   in  in. . [[13 13 mmmm] ] oof f ththe e fufusision on lilinne e of of ththee

electric-resistance-weld seam, are permitted to be repaired inelectric-resistance-weld seam, are permitted to be repaired in

accordance with the welding provisions of accordance with the welding provisions of  12.5 12.5..  Repair weld-  Repair weld-

ining g of Tof Typype e F F pipipe pe anand d ththe e weweld seald seam m of Tof Typype e E E pipipe pe isis

prohibited.prohibited.

12.2.12.2.3 3 The section of pipe containThe section of pipe containing the defect shall be cuting the defect shall be cut

off within the limits of requirement on length, or rejected.off within the limits of requirement on length, or rejected.
12.3 12.3 At the purchaseAt the purchaser’s discretr’s discretion, pipe shall be subjecteion, pipe shall be subjected tod to

rejection if surface defects repaired in accordance withrejection if surface defects repaired in accordance with  12.2 12.2 are are

not scattered, but appear over a large area in excess of what isnot scattered, but appear over a large area in excess of what is

considered a workmanlike finish. Disposition of such pipe shallconsidered a workmanlike finish. Disposition of such pipe shall

be a matter of agreement between the manufacturer and thebe a matter of agreement between the manufacturer and the

purchaser.purchaser.

1212.4 For .4 For ththe e reremomovaval l of of imimpeperfrfectectioions ns anand d dedefefects cts byby

grindgrinding, a ing, a smootsmooth curved surface shall be h curved surface shall be maintainmaintained, and ed, and thethe

wall thickness shall not be decreased below that permitted bywall thickness shall not be decreased below that permitted by

this specification. It shall be permissible to reduce the outsidethis specification. It shall be permissible to reduce the outside

diameter at the point of grinding by the amount so removed.diameter at the point of grinding by the amount so removed.

12.5 12.5 WWeld repair shall only be eld repair shall only be permittpermitted with the ed with the approapprovalval

of the purchaser and in accordance with Specificationof the purchaser and in accordance with Specification  A530/  A530/ 

A530MA530M..

12.6 12.6 The finished pipe shall be reasonaThe finished pipe shall be reasonably straighbly straight.t.

12.12.7 7 The pipe shall contaThe pipe shall contain no in no dendents greatets greater r thathan n 10 10 % % of of 

the the pippipe e diadiametmeter er oror    11 ⁄  ⁄ 44   in.   in. [6 [6 mm]mm], , whiwhichechever ver is is smasmallerller,,

measured as the gap between the lowest point of the dent andmeasured as the gap between the lowest point of the dent and

a prolongation of the original contour of the pipe. Cold-formeda prolongation of the original contour of the pipe. Cold-formed

dents deeper thandents deeper than  1 1 ⁄  ⁄ 88 in. [3 mm] shall be free of sharp-bottomed in. [3 mm] shall be free of sharp-bottomed

gogougugeses; ; it it shshall all be be pepermrmisissibsible le to to reremomove ve ththe e gogouguges es byby

grinding, provided that the remaining wall thickness is withingrinding, provided that the remaining wall thickness is within

specified limits. The length of the dent in any direction shallspecified limits. The length of the dent in any direction shall

not exceed one half the specified outside diameter of the pipe.not exceed one half the specified outside diameter of the pipe.

13. 13. NumbNumber of Teer of Testssts

13.13.1 1 ExcExcept as ept as reqrequiruired byed by   13.2  13.2,,   one of each of the tests  one of each of the tests

specified in Section 7 shall be made on test specimens takenspecified in Section 7 shall be made on test specimens taken

from one length of pipe from each lot of each pipe size. Forfrom one length of pipe from each lot of each pipe size. For

Type F grade A pipe, each lot shall contain no more than 25Type F grade A pipe, each lot shall contain no more than 25

tons [23 Mg] of pipe for pipe sizes NPS 1tons [23 Mg] of pipe for pipe sizes NPS 111 ⁄  ⁄ 22   [DN 40] and  [DN 40] and

smaller, and no more than 50 tons [45 Mg] of pipe for pipesmaller, and no more than 50 tons [45 Mg] of pipe for pipe

sizes larger than NPS 1sizes larger than NPS 111 ⁄  ⁄ 22   [DN 40]. For Type S, Type E, and  [DN 40]. For Type S, Type E, and

Type F grade B pipe, a lot shall contain no more than one heat,Type F grade B pipe, a lot shall contain no more than one heat,

and at the option of the manufacturer shall contain no moreand at the option of the manufacturer shall contain no more

ththan an 50500 0 lelengngthths s of of pipipe pe (a(as s ininititiaialllly y cucut t afafteter r ththe e finfinalal

pippipe-fe-formorming ing opeoperatrationion, , priprior or to to any any furfurthether r cutcutting ting to to thethe

required ordered lengths) or 50 tons [45 Mg] of pipe.required ordered lengths) or 50 tons [45 Mg] of pipe.

13.2 13.2 The number of flattening tests for TThe number of flattening tests for Type E ype E and Tand Type Fype F

grade B pipe shall be in accordance withgrade B pipe shall be in accordance with   7.3.3.2  7.3.3.2    oror   7.3.3.3  7.3.3.3,,

whichwhichever ever is is applicapplicable.able.

13.3 13.3 ExcepExcept as allowed byt as allowed by 9.2 9.2,, each length of pipe shall be each length of pipe shall be
subjected to the hydrostatic test (see Sectionsubjected to the hydrostatic test (see Section   88).).

14. 14. ReteRetestssts

14.1 14.1 ExcepExcept for flattening tests of Tt for flattening tests of Type E and Type F gradeype E and Type F grade

B pipe, if the results of a mechanical test for a lot fail toB pipe, if the results of a mechanical test for a lot fail to

confoconform rm to to the the applicapplicable requiremenable requirements ts specifiespecified d in in SectioSectionn 7 7,,

the lot shall be rejected unless tests of additional pipe from thethe lot shall be rejected unless tests of additional pipe from the

affected lot of double the number originally tested are subse-affected lot of double the number originally tested are subse-

quequently made ntly made and each and each sucsuch h test confotest conforms to rms to the specifithe specifieded

requirequirementrements. Only one retest of any s. Only one retest of any lot will be lot will be permitpermitted.ted. AnyAny

individual length of pipe that conforms to the test requirementsindividual length of pipe that conforms to the test requirements

is is acceacceptabptable. Any le. Any indindividividual ual lenglength th of of pippipe e that does that does notnot

conform to the test requirements may be resubmitted for testconform to the test requirements may be resubmitted for test

and will be considered acceptable if tests taken from each pipeand will be considered acceptable if tests taken from each pipe

end conform to the specified requirements.end conform to the specified requirements.
14.214.2   Type E and Type F Grade B Pipe Produced in Single  Type E and Type F Grade B Pipe Produced in Single

 Lengths—  Lengths— If any flattening test result fails to conform to theIf any flattening test result fails to conform to the

requirements specified inrequirements specified in 7.3.3 7.3.3, the affected single length shall, the affected single length shall

be rejected unless the failed end is subsequently retested usingbe rejected unless the failed end is subsequently retested using

the same weld orientation as the failed test and a satisfactorythe same weld orientation as the failed test and a satisfactory

test result is obtained before the pipe’s length is reduced bytest result is obtained before the pipe’s length is reduced by

such testing to less than 80 % of its length after the initialsuch testing to less than 80 % of its length after the initial

cropping.cropping.

14.314.3  Type E and Type F Grade B Pipe Produced in Multiple Type E and Type F Grade B Pipe Produced in Multiple

 Lengths—  Lengths— If any flattening test result fails to conform to theIf any flattening test result fails to conform to the

requirequirementrements s specifispecified ed inin   7.3.3  7.3.3,,   the   the afaffected multiple fected multiple lengthlength

shall be rejected or flattening tests shall be made using a testshall be rejected or flattening tests shall be made using a test

specimen taken from each end of each individual length in thespecimen taken from each end of each individual length in the

failed multiple length. For each pipe end, such tests shall befailed multiple length. For each pipe end, such tests shall be

made with the weld alternately at 0° and 90° from the line of made with the weld alternately at 0° and 90° from the line of 
direction of force. Individual lengths are considered acceptabledirection of force. Individual lengths are considered acceptable

if the test results for both pipe ends conform to the specifiedif the test results for both pipe ends conform to the specified

requirements.requirements.
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15. 15. TTest Methoest Methodsds

1515.1 The .1 The testest t spspececimeimens ns anand d ththe e testests ts rereququirired ed by by ththisis

specification shall conform to those described in the latest issuespecification shall conform to those described in the latest issue

of Test Methods and Definitionsof Test Methods and Definitions  A370 A370..

15.2 15.2 Each longitEach longitudinal tensiudinal tension test specimen shall be takenon test specimen shall be taken

from a pipe end and shall not be flattened between the gagefrom a pipe end and shall not be flattened between the gage

marks.marks.

15.3 15.3 TTest specimens for bend tests and flattening tests shallest specimens for bend tests and flattening tests shall

be taken from pipe. Test specimens for flattening tests shall bebe taken from pipe. Test specimens for flattening tests shall besmooth on the ends and free from burrs.smooth on the ends and free from burrs.

15.4 15.4 TTests shall be ests shall be conduconducted at cted at room temperroom temperature.ature.

16. 16. LengLengthsths

16.16.1 1 UnlUnless ess othotherwerwise ise spespecificified, ed, pippipe e lenlengthgths s shashall ll be be inin

accordance with the following regular practices:accordance with the following regular practices:

16.1.16.1.1 1 Except as alloExcept as allowed bywed by 16.1.2 16.1.2 and and  16.1.4 16.1.4,, pipe lighter pipe lighter

than extra-strong weight shall be in single-random lengths of than extra-strong weight shall be in single-random lengths of 

16 to 22 ft [4.88 to 6.71 m], with not more than 5 % of the total16 to 22 ft [4.88 to 6.71 m], with not more than 5 % of the total

numnumber ber of of thrthreadeaded ed lenlengthgths s furfurnisnished hed beibeing ng joijointernters s (tw(twoo

pieces pieces couplcoupled ed togethtogether).er).

16.1.2 16.1.2 For plain-end pipe For plain-end pipe lighter than extra-strong lighter than extra-strong weight, itweight, it

shall be permissible for not more than 5 % of the total numbershall be permissible for not more than 5 % of the total number

of pipe to be in lengths of 12 to 16 ft [3.66 to 4.88 m].of pipe to be in lengths of 12 to 16 ft [3.66 to 4.88 m].

16.16.1.3 1.3 PipPipe e of of extextra-ra-strstrong weighong weight t or or heaheavievier r shashall ll be be inin
random lengths of 12 to 22 ft [3.66 to 6.71 m], except that itrandom lengths of 12 to 22 ft [3.66 to 6.71 m], except that it

shall be permissible for not more than 5 % of the total of pipeshall be permissible for not more than 5 % of the total of pipe

to be in lengths of 6 to 12 ft [1.83 to 3.66 m].to be in lengths of 6 to 12 ft [1.83 to 3.66 m].

16.16.1.4 1.4 For extra-For extra-strstrong weight ong weight or or lighlighter ter pippipe e ordordereered d inin

double-random lengths, the minimum lengths shall be not lessdouble-random lengths, the minimum lengths shall be not less

than 22 ft [6.71 m] and the minimum average length for thethan 22 ft [6.71 m] and the minimum average length for the

order shall be not less than 35 ft [10.67 m].order shall be not less than 35 ft [10.67 m].

16.1.16.1.5 5 For pipe heavier than extra-For pipe heavier than extra-stronstrong weight ordered ing weight ordered in

lenglengths longer than ths longer than sinsingle gle ranrandomdom, , the the lenlengthgths s shashall ll be be asas

agreed upon between the manufacturer and the purchaser.agreed upon between the manufacturer and the purchaser.

16.1.16.1.6 6 If pipe is If pipe is furnfurnished threadished threaded and coupled, the lengthed and coupled, the length

shall be measured to the outer face of the coupling.shall be measured to the outer face of the coupling.

17. 17. GalvaGalvanizenized Piped Pipe

17.1 17.1 GalvanGalvanized pipe ordered under this specificatized pipe ordered under this specification shallion shall
be coated with zinc inside and outside by the hot-dip process.be coated with zinc inside and outside by the hot-dip process.

ThThe e zinzinc c usused ed fofor r ththe e cocoatatining g shshall be all be anany y grgradade e of of zizincnc

conforming to Specificationconforming to Specification   B6B6.. The galvanized pipe shall be The galvanized pipe shall be

frefree e frofrom m uncuncoatoated ed areaareas, s, bliblistersters, s, flux flux depdeposiosits, ts, and and grogrossss

dross inclusions. Lumps, projections, globules, or heavy de-dross inclusions. Lumps, projections, globules, or heavy de-

posits of zinc which will interfere with the intended use of theposits of zinc which will interfere with the intended use of the

material will not be permitted.material will not be permitted.

17.217.2  Weight (Mass) per Unit Area of Coating—  Weight (Mass) per Unit Area of Coating— The weightThe weight

(mass) per unit area of zinc coating shall be not less than 1.8(mass) per unit area of zinc coating shall be not less than 1.8

oz/ftoz/ft22 [0.55 kg/m[0.55 kg/m22] as determined from the average results of ] as determined from the average results of 

the two specimens taken for test in the manner prescribed inthe two specimens taken for test in the manner prescribed in

17.517.5 and not less than 1.6 oz/ft and not less than 1.6 oz/ft22 [0.49 kg/m[0.49 kg/m22] for each of these] for each of these

spespecimecimens. The ns. The weiweight (mass) per ght (mass) per uniunit t arearea a of of coacoatinting, g, ex-ex-

pressed in ounces per square foot [kilograms per square metre]pressed in ounces per square foot [kilograms per square metre]

shall be calculated by dividing the total weight (mass) of zinc,shall be calculated by dividing the total weight (mass) of zinc,
inside plus outside, by the inside plus outside, by the total area, inside plus outside, of total area, inside plus outside, of thethe

sursurfacface e coacoatedted. . EacEach h spespecimecimen n shashall ll havhave e not less not less thathan n 1.31.3

oz/ftoz/ft22 [0.40 kg/m[0.40 kg/m22] of zinc coating on each surface, calculated] of zinc coating on each surface, calculated

by dividing the total weight (mass) of zinc on the given surfaceby dividing the total weight (mass) of zinc on the given surface

(outside or inside) by the area of the surface coated (outside or(outside or inside) by the area of the surface coated (outside or

inside).inside).

17.317.3   W  Weigeight ht (Ma(Mass) ss) per per UniUnit t ArArea ea of of CoaCoatinting g TTest— est— TheThe

weighweight (mass) per t (mass) per unit area of unit area of zinc coating shall be determinedzinc coating shall be determined

by stripping tests in accordance with Test Methodby stripping tests in accordance with Test Method A90/A90M A90/A90M..

17.417.4   Test Specimens—   Test Specimens— Test specimens for determination of Test specimens for determination of 

weight (mass) per unit area of coating shall be cut approxi-weight (mass) per unit area of coating shall be cut approxi-

mately 4 in. [100 mm] in length.mately 4 in. [100 mm] in length.

17.517.5   Number of Tests—   Number of Tests— TTwo test wo test specimspecimens for ens for the determi-the determi-

nation of weight (mass) per unit area of coating shall be taken,nation of weight (mass) per unit area of coating shall be taken,

one from each end of one length of galvanized pipe selected atone from each end of one length of galvanized pipe selected at

random from each lot of 500 lengths, or fraction thereof, of random from each lot of 500 lengths, or fraction thereof, of 

each size.each size.

17.617.6   Retests—   Retests— If the weight (mass) per unit area of coatingIf the weight (mass) per unit area of coating

of any lot does not conform to the requirements specified inof any lot does not conform to the requirements specified in

17.217.2, retests of two additional pipes from the same lot shall be, retests of two additional pipes from the same lot shall be

made, each of which shall conform to the specified require-made, each of which shall conform to the specified require-

ments.ments.

1717.7 If .7 If pipipe pe orordederered d unundeder r ththis is spspececifiificacatition on is is to to bebe

galvanized, the tension, flattening, and bend tests shall be madegalvanized, the tension, flattening, and bend tests shall be made

on on the the basbase e matmateriaerial l befbefore ore galgalvanvanizinizing, g, if if prapracticcticablable. e. If If 

specified, results of the mechanical tests on the base materialspecified, results of the mechanical tests on the base material

shall be reported to the purchaser. If it is impracticable to makeshall be reported to the purchaser. If it is impracticable to make
the mechanical tests on the mechanical tests on the base material before galvanizinthe base material before galvanizing, itg, it

shall be shall be permispermissible to sible to make such tests make such tests on galvanized sampleson galvanized samples,,

and any flaking or cracking of the zinc coating shall not beand any flaking or cracking of the zinc coating shall not be

considered cause for rejection. If galvanized pipe is bent orconsidered cause for rejection. If galvanized pipe is bent or

otherwise fabricated to a degree that causes the zinc coating tootherwise fabricated to a degree that causes the zinc coating to

stretch or compress beyond the limit of elasticity, some flakingstretch or compress beyond the limit of elasticity, some flaking

of the coating is acceptable.of the coating is acceptable.

18. 18. InspeInspectioctionn

18.18.1 1 The The insinspecpector tor reprepresresentienting ng the the purpurchachaser ser shashall ll havhavee

entry, at all times while work on the contract of the purchaserentry, at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser

is being performed, to all parts of the manufacturer’s worksis being performed, to all parts of the manufacturer’s works

that concern the manufacture of the pipe ordered. The manu-that concern the manufacture of the pipe ordered. The manu-

facturfacturer shall er shall afafford the ford the inspecinspector all tor all reasoreasonable facilities to nable facilities to bebe

satisfied that the pipe is being furnished in accordance with thissatisfied that the pipe is being furnished in accordance with this
specification. All tests (except product analysis) and inspectionspecification. All tests (except product analysis) and inspection

shall be made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment,shall be made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment,

unless otherwise specified, and shall be so conducted as not tounless otherwise specified, and shall be so conducted as not to

interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.

19. 19. RejeRejectioctionn

19.19.1 1 The purchThe purchaseaser r is is perpermittmitted ed to to insinspecpect t each lengteach length h of of 

pipe received from the manufacturer and, if it does not meet thepipe received from the manufacturer and, if it does not meet the

requirequirementrements s of of this specification based upon this specification based upon the the inspecinspectiontion

and test method as outlined in the specification, the length shalland test method as outlined in the specification, the length shall

be rejected be rejected and the and the manufmanufactureacturer r shall be shall be notifienotified. Dispositiond. Disposition

of rejected pipe shall be a matter of agreement between theof rejected pipe shall be a matter of agreement between the

manufacturer and the purchaser.manufacturer and the purchaser.

1919.2 Pip.2 Pipe e fofounund d in in fafabrbricaicatiotion n or or in in ininststallallatiation on to to bebe

unsuitable for the intended use, under the scope and require-unsuitable for the intended use, under the scope and require-
ments of this specification, shall be set aside and the manufac-ments of this specification, shall be set aside and the manufac-

turer notified. Such pipe shall be subject to mutual investiga-turer notified. Such pipe shall be subject to mutual investiga-

tion as to the nature and severity of the deficiency and thetion as to the nature and severity of the deficiency and the
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forming or installation, or both, conditions involved. Disposi-forming or installation, or both, conditions involved. Disposi-

tion shall be a matter for agreement.tion shall be a matter for agreement.

20. 20. CertCertificaificationtion

20.20.1 The 1 The manmanufaufactucturer rer or or supsupplieplier r shashall, ll, upoupon n reqrequesuest,t,

furnish to the purchaser a certificate of compliance stating thatfurnish to the purchaser a certificate of compliance stating that

the the matemateriarial l has has beebeen n manmanufaufacturctured, ed, samsamplepled, d, testestedted, , andand

insinspecpected ted in in accoaccordardance nce with with thithis s spespecificcificatioation n (in(inclucludindingg

year-date), and has been found to meet the requirements.year-date), and has been found to meet the requirements.

20.220.2  Test Report—  Test Report— For Types E, S, and Type F Grade B, theFor Types E, S, and Type F Grade B, the
manmanufufactactururer er or or susupppplielier r shshall all fufurnrnisish h to to ththe e pupurcrchahaser ser aa

chemical analysis report for the elements given inchemical analysis report for the elements given in  Table 1 Table 1..

20.320.3   EDI—   EDI— A certificate of compliance or test report printedA certificate of compliance or test report printed

frfromom, , or or usused ed inin, , eleelectrctrononic ic foform rm frfrom om an an elelectectroroninic c dadatata

interchange (EDI) transmission shall be regarded as having theinterchange (EDI) transmission shall be regarded as having the

same validity as a counterpart printed in the certifier’s facility.same validity as a counterpart printed in the certifier’s facility.

ThThe e ususe e anand d foformrmat at of of ththe e EDEDI I dodocucumement nt arare e susubjbjecect t toto

agragreemeement ent betbetweeween n the the purpurchachaser ser and and the the manmanufaufactucturer rer oror

supplier.supplier.

NNOTEOTE   7—E  7—EDI DI is is the the comcomputputer er to to comcomputputer er excexchanhange ge of of busbusineinessss
information in a standard format such as ANSI ASC X12.information in a standard format such as ANSI ASC X12.

20.4 20.4 NotwitNotwithstandhstanding the absence of ing the absence of a signature, the orga-a signature, the orga-

nization submitting the certificate of compliance or test reportnization submitting the certificate of compliance or test report

is responsible for its content.is responsible for its content.

21. 21. ProProduct Markiduct Markingng

21.21.1 1 ExcExcept as ept as alloallowed bywed by   21.5  21.5    andand   21.6  21.6,,   each length of   each length of 

pippipe e shashall ll be be leglegibly markeibly marked d in in the followthe following sequeing sequence tonce to

show:show:

21.1.21.1.1 1 ManufManufactureracturer’s name or ’s name or mark,mark,

21.1.21.1.2 2 SpecifiSpecification number (year-dcation number (year-date ate not required),not required),

NNOTEOTE   8—Pipe that   8—Pipe that complcomplies ies with with multimultiple ple compacompatible tible specispecificatioficationsns
may be marked with the appropriate designation for each specification.may be marked with the appropriate designation for each specification.

21.21.1.3 1.3 SizSize e (NP(NPS S and and weiweight ght clasclass, s, schscheduedule le numnumberber, , oror

spespecifiecified d wall wall thithickncknessess; ; or or spespecificified ed outoutsidside e diadiametmeter er andand

specifiespecified d wall wall thicknthickness),ess),

21.1.21.1.4 4 Grade (A oGrade (A or B),r B),

21.1.21.1.5 5 TType of pipe (Fype of pipe (F, E, , E, or S),or S),

21.1.21.1.6 6 TTest pressure, seamless pipe only (if est pressure, seamless pipe only (if applicapplicable, inable, in

accordance withaccordance with Table 4 Table 4),),

21.1.21.1.7 7 NondNondestrucestructive electric test, tive electric test, seamlesseamless s pipe only (if pipe only (if 

applicable, in accordance withapplicable, in accordance with  Table 4 Table 4),),

2121.2 Unle.2 Unless ss ananototheher r mamarkrkining g foformrmat at is is spspeciecifiefied d in in ththee

purchase order, length shall be marked in feet and tenths of apurchase order, length shall be marked in feet and tenths of a

foot, or metres to two decimal places, dependent upon the unitsfoot, or metres to two decimal places, dependent upon the units

to which the pipe was ordered. The location of such markingto which the pipe was ordered. The location of such marking

shall be at the option of the manufacturer.shall be at the option of the manufacturer.

21.3 21.3 Heat numberHeat number, lot , lot numbenumber, run numberr, run number, or , or a combina-a combina-

tion thereof shall be marked at the option of the manufacturer,tion thereof shall be marked at the option of the manufacturer,

unless specific marking is specified in the purchase order. Theunless specific marking is specified in the purchase order. The

lolocacatition on of of susuch ch mamarkrkining g shshalall l be be at at ththe e opoptition on of of ththee

manufacturer.manufacturer.

21.4 21.4 Any additionAny additional al inforinformation desired by mation desired by the manufac-the manufac-

turer or specified in the purchase order.turer or specified in the purchase order.

21.5 21.5 For pFor pipe NPipe NPS 1S 111 ⁄  ⁄ 22 [DN 40] and smaller that is bundled, [DN 40] and smaller that is bundled,

it shall be permissible to mark the required information on a tagit shall be permissible to mark the required information on a tag

securely attached to each bundle.securely attached to each bundle.

2121.6 If .6 If pipipe pe sesectictionons s arare e cucut t ininto to shshororteter r lenlengtgths hs by by aa

processor for resale as pipe, the processor shall transfer theprocessor for resale as pipe, the processor shall transfer the

comcompleplete te ideidentifintificatcationion, , incincludluding ing the the namname e or or brabrand nd of of thethe

manufacturer, to each unmarked cut length, or to metal tagsmanufacturer, to each unmarked cut length, or to metal tags

securely attached to unmarked pipe bundled in accordance withsecurely attached to unmarked pipe bundled in accordance with

the requirements of the requirements of  21.5 21.5. The same material designation shall. The same material designation shall

be included with the information transferred, and the proces-be included with the information transferred, and the proces-

sor’s name, trademark, or brand shall be added.sor’s name, trademark, or brand shall be added.

21.721.7   Bar Coding—   Bar Coding— In addition to the requirements inIn addition to the requirements in  21.1 21.1,,

21.521.5, and, and   21.6  21.6,,   bar coding is acceptable as a supplementary  bar coding is acceptable as a supplementary

identification method. It is recommended that bar coding beidentification method. It is recommended that bar coding be

consisconsistent with thetent with the AutomAutomotive Indusotive Industrytry Action GrouAction Group (AIAG)p (AIAG)

standastandard prepared by rd prepared by the Primary Metals the Primary Metals SubcoSubcommittee of mmittee of thethe

AIAG Bar Code Project Team.AIAG Bar Code Project Team.

22. 22. Government PrGovernment Procuremeocurementnt

22.1 22.1 If specifieIf specified in the contract, the pipe shall be preserd in the contract, the pipe shall be preserved,ved,

packaged, and packed in accordance with the requirements of packaged, and packed in accordance with the requirements of 

MIL-STD-163. The applicable levels shall be as specified inMIL-STD-163. The applicable levels shall be as specified in

the contract. Marking for shipment of such pipe shall be inthe contract. Marking for shipment of such pipe shall be in

acaccocordrdanance ce wiwith th FeFed. d. StStd. d. NoNo. . 12123 3 fofor r civcivil il agagenencicies es anandd

MIL-STD-129 or Fed. Std. No. 183 if continuous marking isMIL-STD-129 or Fed. Std. No. 183 if continuous marking is

required, for military agencies.required, for military agencies.

22.222.2   Inspection—   Inspection— Unless otherwise specified in the contract,Unless otherwise specified in the contract,

the the manmanufaufacturcturer er is is resresponponsibsible le for for the the perperforformanmance ce of of allall

inspecinspection and tion and test requirementest requirements specified herein. Except ts specified herein. Except asas

otherwise specified in the contract, the manufacturer shall useotherwise specified in the contract, the manufacturer shall use

its its own or own or any other any other suisuitabltable e facfacilitilities ies for perfofor performirming ng thethe
inspection and test requirements specified herein, unless oth-inspection and test requirements specified herein, unless oth-

erwise disapproved by the purchaser in the contract or purchaseerwise disapproved by the purchaser in the contract or purchase

order. The purchaser shall have the right to perform any of theorder. The purchaser shall have the right to perform any of the

ininspspectectioions ns anand d testests ts set set fofortrth h in in ththis is spspeciecificficatiation on whwhereree

deedeemed necessmed necessary to ary to ensensure that ure that the the pippipe e conconforforms ms to to thethe

specified requirements.specified requirements.

23. 23. PackPackaginaging and g and PackPackage Markinage Markingg

23.1 23.1 If specified in the If specified in the purchpurchase orderase order, packaging, marki, packaging, marking,ng,

and loadinand loading g for shipmfor shipment ent shashall ll be be in in accoaccordardance with nce with thothosese

procedures recommended by Practicesprocedures recommended by Practices  A700 A700..

24. 24. KeywKeywordsords

24.1 24.1 black steel pipblack steel pipe; seamless steel pipe; seamless steel pipe; steel pipe; weldede; steel pipe; welded
steel pipe; zinc coated steel pipesteel pipe; zinc coated steel pipe

TABLE 4 Marking of Seamless PipeTABLE 4 Marking of Seamless Pipe
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SUPPLEMENTARY REQUIREMENTSSUPPLEMENTARY REQUIREMENTS

The following supplementary requirements shall apply only when specified in the purchase order.The following supplementary requirements shall apply only when specified in the purchase order.

The The purpurchachaser ser may may spespecifcify y a a difdifferferent ent frefrequequency ncy of of test test thathan n is is proprovidvided ed in in the the supsuppleplemenmentartaryy

requirement. Subject to agreement between the purchaser and manufacturer, retest and retreatmentrequirement. Subject to agreement between the purchaser and manufacturer, retest and retreatment

provisions of these supplementary requirements may also be modified.provisions of these supplementary requirements may also be modified.

S1. S1. Flattening TFlattening Test, Seamless Pipeest, Seamless Pipe

S1.S1.1 1 AA test stest specpecimeimen at lean at least 2st 211 ⁄  ⁄ 22 in. [60 mm] in length shall in. [60 mm] in length shall

be flattened cold between parallel plates in two steps. Duringbe flattened cold between parallel plates in two steps. During

the first step, which is a test for ductility, except as allowed bythe first step, which is a test for ductility, except as allowed by

S1.3, S1.4, and S1.5, no cracks or breaks on the inside, outside,S1.3, S1.4, and S1.5, no cracks or breaks on the inside, outside,

or end surfaces shall be present before the distance between theor end surfaces shall be present before the distance between the

plates is less than the value of plates is less than the value of   H H  calculated as follows: calculated as follows:

 H  H 55 ~~1111ee!!t t  /  / ~~ee11t t  /  /  D D!!

where:where:

 H  H     = = distandistance betweece between flattenn flattening plaing plates, in. [tes, in. [mm],mm],
ee    = = defordeformation pmation per unit lener unit length (cogth (constant fnstant for a giveor a given graden grade

of steel, 0.09 for Grade A, and 0.07 for Grade B),of steel, 0.09 for Grade A, and 0.07 for Grade B),
t t     = = specifispecified waed wall thll thicknesickness, ins, in. [mm. [mm], an], andd

 D D    = = specifispecified outed outside diside diameterameter, in. [, in. [mm]mm]

TheThe  H  H  values have been calculated for standard-weight and values have been calculated for standard-weight and

extra-heavy weight pipe from NPS 2extra-heavy weight pipe from NPS 211 ⁄  ⁄ 22   to NPS 24 [DN 65 to to NPS 24 [DN 65 to

DN 600], inclusive, and are given inDN 600], inclusive, and are given in  Table X2.1 Table X2.1..

S1.2 S1.2 DurinDuring the second step, which is a test for soundnesg the second step, which is a test for soundness,s,

the flattening shall be continued until the test specimen breaksthe flattening shall be continued until the test specimen breaks

or the opposite sides of the test specimen meet. Evidence of or the opposite sides of the test specimen meet. Evidence of 

laminated or unsound material that is revealed during the entirelaminated or unsound material that is revealed during the entire

flattening test shall be cause for rejection.flattening test shall be cause for rejection.

S1.S1.3 Surfa3 Surface ce impimperferfectiections ons in in the the testest t spespecimcimen en befbeforeore

flattening, but revealed during the first step of the flatteningflattening, but revealed during the first step of the flattening

test, shall be judged in accordance with the finish requirementstest, shall be judged in accordance with the finish requirements

in Sectionin Section  1212..

S1.4 S1.4 Superficial ruptures Superficial ruptures as a result oas a result of surface imperfectionsf surface imperfections

shall not be cause for rejection.shall not be cause for rejection.

S1.S1.5 5 For pipFor pipe with ae with a   DD-to--to-t t   ratio less than 10, because the  ratio less than 10, because the

strain imposed due to geometry is unreasonably high on thestrain imposed due to geometry is unreasonably high on the

inside surface at the 6 and 12 o’clock locations, cracks at suchinside surface at the 6 and 12 o’clock locations, cracks at such

locations shall not be cause for rejection.locations shall not be cause for rejection.

S1.S1.6 6 One test shall be One test shall be madmade e on test on test spespecimecimens taken fromns taken from

one length of pipe from each lot of each pipe size. A lot shallone length of pipe from each lot of each pipe size. A lot shall

cocontntaiain n no no momore re ththan an onone e heheatat, , anand d at at ththe e opoptition on of of ththee

manufacturer shall contain no more than 500 lengths of pipemanufacturer shall contain no more than 500 lengths of pipe

(as initially cut after the final pipe-forming operation, prior to(as initially cut after the final pipe-forming operation, prior to

any further cutting to the required ordered lengths) or 50 tonsany further cutting to the required ordered lengths) or 50 tons

[45 Mg] of pipe.[45 Mg] of pipe.

S1.S1.7 7 If the resuIf the results of a lts of a test for a lot fail to test for a lot fail to conconforform to m to thethe
applicable requirements, the lot shall be rejected unless tests of applicable requirements, the lot shall be rejected unless tests of 

addadditioitional nal pippipe e frofrom m the affthe affecteected d lot lot of of doudouble ble the numbethe numberr

orioriginginally ally testtested ed are are subsubseqsequenuently tly madmade e and and eaceach h sucsuch h testestt

conforms to the specified requirements. Only one retest of anyconforms to the specified requirements. Only one retest of any

lolot t wiwill ll be be pepermrmittitteded. . AnAny y inindidivividudual al lelengngth th of of pipipe pe ththatat

confoconforms to rms to the test the test requirequirementrements is s is acceptaacceptable.ble. Any individAny individualual

length of pipe that does not conform to the test requirementslength of pipe that does not conform to the test requirements

may be resubmitted for test and will be considered acceptablemay be resubmitted for test and will be considered acceptable

if if testests ts taktaken from en from each pipe end each pipe end conconforform m to to the specithe specifiedfied

requirements.requirements.

APPENDIXESAPPENDIXES

(Nonmandatory Information)(Nonmandatory Information)

X1. X1. DEFDEFINITIINITIONS OF TYPES OF PIPEONS OF TYPES OF PIPE

X1.1X1.1   T  Type ype FF, , FurnFurnace-ace-ButtButt-W-Weldeelded d PipePipe, , ConContinutinuousous--

Welded PipeWelded Pipe—Pipe produced in multiple lengths from—Pipe produced in multiple lengths from

coilcoiled ed skeskelp lp and and subsubseqsequenuently tly cut cut into into indindividividual ual lenglengthsths,,

having its longitudihaving its longitudinal butt nal butt joint forgjoint forge e welded by the welded by the mechanmechani-i-

cal pressure developed in rolling the hot-formed skelp throughcal pressure developed in rolling the hot-formed skelp through

a set of round pass welding rolls.a set of round pass welding rolls.

X1.2X1.2    TType ype E, E, Electric-Electric-ResistaResistance-Wnce-Welded elded PipePipe—Pipe pro-—Pipe pro-

ducduced ed in in sinsingle gle lenlengthgths, s, or or in in mulmultiptiple le lenlengthgths s frofrom m coicoiledled
skelp and subsequently cut into individual lengths, having askelp and subsequently cut into individual lengths, having a

longitudinal butt joint wherein coalescence is produced by thelongitudinal butt joint wherein coalescence is produced by the

heat obtained from resistance of the pipe to the flow of electricheat obtained from resistance of the pipe to the flow of electric

current in a circuit of which the pipe is a part, and by thecurrent in a circuit of which the pipe is a part, and by the

application of pressure.application of pressure.

X1.3X1.3  Type S, Seamless Pipe Type S, Seamless Pipe—Pipe made without a welded—Pipe made without a welded

seam. It is manufactured by hot working steel and, if necessary,seam. It is manufactured by hot working steel and, if necessary,

by subsequently cold finishing the hot-worked tubular productby subsequently cold finishing the hot-worked tubular product

to produce the desired shape, dimensions, and properties.to produce the desired shape, dimensions, and properties.
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X2. X2. TTABLES FOR DIMENSIONAL ABLES FOR DIMENSIONAL AND CERTAND CERTAIN MECHANICAL REQUAIN MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTSIREMENTS

X2.1X2.1   Ta  Tables bles X2.1-X2.1-X2.4X2.4   addr  address ess dimdimensensionional al and and cercertaintain

mechanical requirements.mechanical requirements.

TABLE X2.1 CalculatedTABLE X2.1 Calculated   H H  Values for Seamless Pipe Values for Seamless Pipe

NPSNPS

DesignatorDesignator

DNDN

DesignatorDesignator

Specified OutsideSpecified Outside

Diameter, in.Diameter, in.

[mm][mm]

Specified WallSpecified Wall

Thickness, in.Thickness, in.

[mm][mm]

DistanDistance, in. ce, in. [mm],[mm],

Between Plates “Between Plates “H H  ”  ” byby

Formula:Formula:  H  H  = (1 + = (1 +  e  e )) t  t  /( /(e e  + +  t  t  /  / D D ))

GGrraadde  e  A  A  GGrraadde  e  BB
2211 ⁄  ⁄ 22    665  5  22..88775  5  [[7733..00]  ]  00..22003  3  [[55..1166]]

0.276 [7.01]0.276 [7.01]

1.378 [35.0]1.378 [35.0]

1.618 [41.1]1.618 [41.1]

1.545 [39.2]1.545 [39.2]

1.779 [45.2]1.779 [45.2]

3  3  880  0  33..55000  0  [[8888..99]  ]  00..22116  6  [[55..4499]]

0.300 [7.62]0.300 [7.62]

1.552 [39.4]1.552 [39.4]

1.861 [47.3]1.861 [47.3]

1.755 [44.6]1.755 [44.6]

2.062 [52.4]2.062 [52.4]

3311 ⁄  ⁄ 22    990  0  44..00000  0  [[110011..66]  ]  00..22226  6  [[55..7744]]

0.318 [8.08]0.318 [8.08]

1.682 [42.7]1.682 [42.7]

2.045 [51.9]2.045 [51.9]

1.912 [48.6]1.912 [48.6]

2.276 [57.8]2.276 [57.8]

4  4  11000  0  44..55000  0  [[111144..33]  ]  00..22337  7  [[66..0022]]

0.337 [8.56]0.337 [8.56]

1.811 [46.0]1.811 [46.0]

2.228 [56.6]2.228 [56.6]

2.067 [52.5]2.067 [52.5]

2.489 [63.2]2.489 [63.2]

5  5  11225  5  55..55663  3  [[114411..33]  ]  00..22558  8  [[66..5555]]

0.375 [9.52]0.375 [9.52]

2.062 [52.4]2.062 [52.4]

2.597 [66.0]2.597 [66.0]

2.372 [60.2]2.372 [60.2]

2.920 [74.2]2.920 [74.2]

6  6  11550  0  66..66225  5  [[116688..33]  ]  00..22880  0  [[77..1111]]

0.432 [10.97]0.432 [10.97]

2.308 [58.6]2.308 [58.6]

3.034 [77.1]3.034 [77.1]

2.669 [67.8]2.669 [67.8]

3.419 [86.8]3.419 [86.8]

8  8  22000  0  88..66225  5  [[221199..11]  ]  00..22777  7  [[77..0044]]

0.322 [8.18]0.322 [8.18]
0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

2.473 [62.8]2.473 [62.8]

2.757 [70.0]2.757 [70.0]
3.683 [93.5]3.683 [93.5]

2.902 [73.7]2.902 [73.7]

3.210 [81.5]3.210 [81.5]
4.181 [106.2]4.181 [106.2]

110  0  22550  0  1100..77550  0  [[227733..00]  ]  00..22779  9  [[77..0099]]AA

0.307 [7.80]0.307 [7.80]
0.365 [9.27]0.365 [9.27]

0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

2.623 [66.6]2.623 [66.6]

2.823 [71.7]2.823 [71.7]

3.210 [81.5]3.210 [81.5]

3.993 [101.4]3.993 [101.4]

3.111 [79.0]3.111 [79.0]

3.333 [84.7]3.333 [84.7]

3.757 [95.4]3.757 [95.4]

4.592 [116.6]4.592 [116.6]

112  2  33000  0  1122..77550  0  [[332233..88]  ]  00..33000  0  [[77..6622]]

0.375 [9.52]0.375 [9.52]

0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

3.105 [78.9]3.105 [78.9]

3.423 [86.9]3.423 [86.9]

4.218 [107.1]4.218 [107.1]

3.683 [93.5]3.683 [93.5]

4.037 [102.5]4.037 [102.5]

4.899 [124.4]4.899 [124.4]

114  4  33550  0  1144..00000  0  [[335555..66]  ]  00..33775  5  [[99..5522]]

0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

3.500 [88.9]3.500 [88.9]

4.336 [110.1]4.336 [110.1]

4.146 [105.3]4.146 [105.3]

5.061 [128.5]5.061 [128.5]

116  6  44000  0  1166..00000  0  [[440066..44]  ]  00..33775  5  [[99..5522]]

0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

3.603 [91.5]3.603 [91.5]

4.494 [114.1]4.494 [114.1]

4.294 [109.1]4.294 [109.1]

5.284 [134.2]5.284 [134.2]

118  8  44550  0  1188..00000  0  [[445577]  ]  00..33775  5  [[99..5522]]

0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

3.688 [93.7]3.688 [93.7]

4.628 [117.6]4.628 [117.6]

4.417 [112.2]4.417 [112.2]

5.472 [139.0]5.472 [139.0]

220  0  55000  0  2200..00000  0  [[550088]  ]  00..33775  5  [[99..5522]]

0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

3.758 [95.5]3.758 [95.5]

4.740 [120.4]4.740 [120.4]

4.521 [114.8]4.521 [114.8]

5.632 [143.1]5.632 [143.1]

224  4  66000  0  2244..00000  0  [[661100]  ]  00..33775  5  [[99..5522]]

0.500 [12.70]0.500 [12.70]

3.869 [98.3]3.869 [98.3]

4.918 [124.9]4.918 [124.9]

4.686 [119.0]4.686 [119.0]

5.890 [149.6]5.890 [149.6]

AA Special order only.Special order only.

A53/A53M − 22A53/A53M − 22
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TTABLE X2.2 ABLE X2.2 DimensDimensions, Weights (Masses) per ions, Weights (Masses) per Unit Length, and Unit Length, and TTest Pressures for est Pressures for Plain-Plain-End PipeEnd Pipe

NPSNPS

DesignatorDesignator

DNDN

DesignatorDesignator

SpecifiedSpecified

OutsideOutside

Diameter,Diameter,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

SpecifiedSpecified

Wall Thickness,Wall Thickness,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

Nominal Weight (Mass)Nominal Weight (Mass)

per Unit Length, Plainper Unit Length, Plain

End, lb/ft [kg/m]End, lb/ft [kg/m]

WWeieighght  t  ClClasass s ScSchehedudule le NoNo. .  TTesest  t  PrPresessusurere,,AA psi [kPa]psi [kPa]

GGrraadde  e  A  A  GGrraadde  e  BB

11 ⁄  ⁄ 88    6  6  00..44005  5  [[1100..33]  ]  00..00668  8  [[11..7733]  ]  00..224  4  [[00..3377]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  77000  0  [[44880000]]

00..00995  5  [[22..4411]  ]  00..331  1  [[00..4477]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  88550  0  [[55990000]]

11 ⁄  ⁄ 44    8  8  00..55440  0  [[1133..77]  ]  00..00888  8  [[22..2244]  ]  00..443  3  [[00..6633]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  77000  0  [[44880000]]

00..11119  9  [[33..0022]  ]  00..554  4  [[00..8800]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  88550  0  [[55990000]]

33 ⁄  ⁄ 88    110  0  00..66775  5  [[1177..11]  ]  00..00991  1  [[22..3311]  ]  00..557  7  [[00..8844]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  77000  0  [[44880000]]

00..11226  6  [[33..2200]  ]  00..774  4  [[11..1100]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  88550  0  [[55990000]]

11 ⁄  ⁄ 22    115  5  00..88440  0  [[2211..33]  ]  00..11009  9  [[22..7777]  ]  00..885  5  [[11..2277]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  77000  0  [[44880000]]

00..11447  7  [[33..7733]  ]  11..009  9  [[11..6622]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  88550  0  [[55990000]]

00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  11..331  1  [[11..9955]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  99000  0  [[66220000]  ]  99000  0  [[66220000]]

00..22994  4  [[77..4477]  ]  11..772  2  [[22..5555]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  1100000  0  [[66990000]  ]  1100000  0  [[66990000]]

33 ⁄  ⁄ 44    220  0  11..00550  0  [[2266..77]  ]  00..11113  3  [[22..8877]  ]  11..113  3  [[11..6699]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  77000  0  [[44880000]]

00..11554  4  [[33..9911]  ]  11..448  8  [[22..2200]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  88550  0  [[55990000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  11..995  5  [[22..9900]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  99550  0  [[66550000]  ]  99550  0  [[66550000]]

00..33008  8  [[77..8822]  ]  22..444  4  [[33..6644]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  1100000  0  [[66990000]  ]  1100000  0  [[66990000]]

1  1  225  5  11..33115  5  [[3333..44]  ]  00..11333  3  [[33..3388]  ]  11..668  8  [[22..5500]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  77000  0  [[44880000]]

00..11779  9  [[44..5555]  ]  22..117  7  [[33..2244]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  88550  0  [[55990000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  22..885  5  [[44..2244]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  99550  0  [[66550000]  ]  99550  0  [[66550000]]

00..33558  8  [[99..0099]  ]  33..666  6  [[55..4455]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  1100000  0  [[66990000]  ]  1100000  0  [[66990000]]

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 44    332  2  11..66660  0  [[4422..22]  ]  00..11440  0  [[33..5566]  ]  22..227  7  [[33..3399]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  1122000  0  [[88330000]  ]  1133000  0  [[99000000]]

00..11991  1  [[44..8855]  ]  33..000  0  [[44..4477]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  1188000  0  [[112  2  440000]  ]  1199000  0  [[113  3  110000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  33..777  7  [[55..6611]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  1199000  0  [[113  3  110000]  ]  2200000  0  [[113  3  880000]]
00..33882  2  [[99..7700]  ]  55..222  2  [[77..7777]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2222000  0  [[115  5  220000]  ]  2233000  0  [[115  5  990000]]

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 22    440  0  11..99000  0  [[4488..33]  ]  00..11445  5  [[33..6688]  ]  22..772  2  [[44..0055]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  1122000  0  [[88330000]  ]  1133000  0  [[99000000]]

00..22000  0  [[55..0088]  ]  33..663  3  [[55..4411]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  1188000  0  [[112  2  440000]  ]  1199000  0  [[113  3  110000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  44..886  6  [[77..2255]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  1199550  0  [[113  3  440000]  ]  2200550  0  [[114  4  110000]]

00..44000  0  [[1100..1166]  ]  66..441  1  [[99..5566]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2222000  0  [[115  5  220000]  ]  2233000  0  [[115  5  990000]]

2  2  550  0  22..33775  5  [[6600..33]  ]  00..11554  4  [[33..9911]  ]  33..666  6  [[55..4444]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  2233000  0  [[115  5  990000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..22118  8  [[55..5544]  ]  55..003  3  [[77..4488]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  77..447  7  [[1111..1111]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..44336  6  [[1111..0077]  ]  99..004  4  [[1133..4444]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

2211 ⁄  ⁄ 22    665  5  22..88775  5  [[7733..00]  ]  00..22003  3  [[55..1166]  ]  55..880  0  [[88..6633]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..22776  6  [[77..0011]  ]  77..667  7  [[1111..4411]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  1100..002  2  [[1144..9900]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..55552  2  [[1144..0022]  ]  1133..771  1  [[2200..3399]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

3  3  880  0  33..55000  0  [[8888..99]  ]  00..11225  5  [[33..1188]  ]  44..551  1  [[66..7722]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1122990  0  [[88990000]  ]  1155000  0  [[11000000]]

00..11556  6  [[33..9966]  ]  55..558  8  [[88..2299]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1166000  0  [[111  1  000000]  ]  1188770  0  [[112  2  990000]]

00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  66..666  6  [[99..9922]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1199330  0  [[113  3  333300]  ]  2222660  0  [[115  5  660000]]
00..22116  6  [[55..4499]  ]  77..558  8  [[1111..2299]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  2222220  0  [[115  5  330000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  88..669  9  [[1122..9933]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  99..667  7  [[1144..4400]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..33000  0  [[77..6622]  ]  1100..226  6  [[1155..2277]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  1144..334  4  [[2211..3355]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..66000  0  [[1155..2244]  ]  1188..660  0  [[2277..6688]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

3311 ⁄  ⁄ 22    990  0  44..00000  0  [[110011..66]  ]  00..11225  5  [[33..1188]  ]  55..118  8  [[77..7722]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1111220  0  [[77770000]  ]  1133110  0  [[119  9  000000]]

00..11556  6  [[33..9966]  ]  66..441  1  [[99..5533]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1144000  0  [[66770000]  ]  1166440  0  [[111  1  330000]]

00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  77..666  6  [[1111..4411]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1166990  0  [[111  1  770000]  ]  1199770  0  [[113  3  660000]]

00..22226  6  [[55..7744]  ]  99..112  2  [[1133..5577]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  2200330  0  [[114  4  000000]  ]  2233770  0  [[116  6  330000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  1100..002  2  [[1144..9922]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2222550  0  [[115  5  550000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  1111..117  7  [[1166..6633]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]]

00..33118  8  [[88..0088]  ]  1122..552  2  [[1188..6633]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

4  4  11000  0  44..55000  0  [[111144..33]  ]  00..11225  5  [[33..1188]  ]  55..885  5  [[88..7711]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1100000  0  [[66990000]  ]  1111770  0  [[88110000]]

00..11556  6  [[33..9966]  ]  77..224  4  [[1100..7788]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1122550  0  [[88660000]  ]  1144660  0  [[110  0  110000]]

00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  88..667  7  [[1122..9911]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1155000  0  [[110  0  330000]  ]  1177550  0  [[112  2  110000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  1100..002  2  [[1144..9911]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1177550  0  [[112  2  110000]  ]  2200440  0  [[114  4  110000]]

00..22337  7  [[66..0022]  ]  1100..880  0  [[1166..0077]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  1199000  0  [[113  3  110000]  ]  2222110  0  [[115  5  220000]]
00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  1111..336  6  [[1166..9900]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2200000  0  [[113  3  880000]  ]  2233330  0  [[116  6  110000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  1122..667  7  [[1188..8877]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2222550  0  [[115  5  110000]  ]  2266220  0  [[118  8  110000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  1133..997  7  [[2200..7788]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..33337  7  [[88..5566]  ]  1155..000  0  [[2222..3322]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2277000  0  [[118  8  660000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

A53/A53M − 22A53/A53M − 22
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TABLE X2.2TABLE X2.2   Continued   Continued 

NPSNPS

DesignatorDesignator

DNDN

DesignatorDesignator

SpecifiedSpecified

OutsideOutside

Diameter,Diameter,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

SpecifiedSpecified

Wall Thickness,Wall Thickness,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

Nominal Weight (Mass)Nominal Weight (Mass)

per Unit Length, Plainper Unit Length, Plain

End, lb/ft [kg/m]End, lb/ft [kg/m]

WWeieighght  t  ClClasass s ScSchehedudule le NoNo. .  TTesest  t  PrPresessusurere,,AA psi [kPa]psi [kPa]

GGrraadde  e  A  A  GGrraadde  e  BB

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  1199..002  2  [[2288..3322]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..55331  1  [[1133..4499]  ]  2222..553  3  [[3333..5544]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..66774  4  [[1177..1122]  ]  2277..557  7  [[4411..0033]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

5  5  11225  5  55..55663  3  [[114411..33]  ]  00..11556  6  [[33..9966]  ]  99..002  2  [[1133..4411]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1100110  0  [[77000000]  ]  1111880  0  [[88110000]]

00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  1100..880  0  [[1166..0099]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1122220  0  [[88440000]  ]  1144220  0  [[99880000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  1122..551  1  [[1188..6611]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1144220  0  [[99880000]  ]  1166550  0  [[111  1  440000]]

00..22558  8  [[66..5555]  ]  1144..663  3  [[2211..7777]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  1166770  0  [[111  1  550000]  ]  1199550  0  [[113  3  440000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  1155..887  7  [[2233..6622]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1188220  0  [[112  2  550000]  ]  2211220  0  [[114  4  660000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  1177..551  1  [[2266..0055]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2200220  0  [[113  3  990000]  ]  2233660  0  [[116  6  330000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  1199..119  9  [[2288..5577]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2222330  0  [[115  5  440000]  ]  2266000  0  [[117  7  990000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  2200..880  0  [[3300..9944]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2244330  0  [[116  6  880000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  2277..006  6  [[4400..2288]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..66225  5  [[1155..8888]  ]  3322..999  9  [[4499..1111]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..77550  0  [[1199..0055]  ]  3388..559  9  [[5577..4433]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

6  6  11550  0  66..66225  5  [[116688..33]  ]  00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  1122..994  4  [[1199..2277]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1100220  0  [[77000000]  ]  1111990  0  [[88220000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  1155..000  0  [[2222..3311]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1111990  0  [[88220000]  ]  1133990  0  [[99660000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  1177..004  4  [[2255..3366]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1133660  0  [[99440000]  ]  1155880  0  [[110  0  990000]]

00..22880  0  [[77..1111]  ]  1188..999  9  [[2288..2266]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  1155220  0  [[110  0  550000]  ]  1177880  0  [[112  2  330000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  2211..006  6  [[3311..3322]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1177000  0  [[111  1  770000]  ]  1199880  0  [[113  3  770000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  2233..110  0  [[3344..3399]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1188770  0  [[112  2  990000]  ]  2211880  0  [[115  5  000000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  2255..005  5  [[3377..2288]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2200440  0  [[114  4  110000]  ]  2233880  0  [[116  6  440000]]

00..44332  2  [[1100..9977]  ]  2288..660  0  [[4422..5566]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2233550  0  [[116  6  220000]  ]  2277440  0  [[118  8  990000]]

00..55662  2  [[1144..2277]  ]  3366..443  3  [[5544..2200]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..77119  9  [[1188..2266]  ]  4455..339  9  [[6677..5566]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..88664  4  [[2211..9955]  ]  5533..221  1  [[7799..2222]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

8  8  22000  0  88..66225  5  [[221199..11]  ]  00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  1166..996  6  [[2255..2266]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77880  0  [[55440000]  ]  99220  0  [[66330000]]

00..22003  3  [[55..1166]  ]  1188..228  8  [[2277..2222]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  1100000  0  [[66990000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  1199..668  8  [[2299..2288]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  99110  0  [[66330000]  ]  1100770  0  [[77440000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  2222..338  8  [[3333..3311]  ]  .....  .  220  0  1100440  0  [[77220000]  ]  1122220  0  [[88440000]]

00..22777  7  [[77..0044]  ]  2244..772  2  [[3366..3311]  ]  .....  .  330  0  1111660  0  [[77880000]  ]  1133550  0  [[99330000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  2277..773  3  [[4411..2244]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1133000  0  [[99000000]  ]  1155220  0  [[110  0  550000]]

00..33222  2  [[88..1188]  ]  2288..558  8  [[4422..5555]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  1133440  0  [[99220000]  ]  1155770  0  [[110  0  880000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  3300..445  5  [[4455..3344]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1144440  0  [[99990000]  ]  1166880  0  [[111  1  660000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  3333..007  7  [[4499..2200]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1155770  0  [[110  0  880000]  ]  1188330  0  [[112  2  660000]]

00..44006  6  [[1100..3311]  ]  3355..667  7  [[5533..0088]  ]  .....  .  660  0  1177000  0  [[111  1  770000]  ]  2200000  0  [[113  3  880000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  3388..333  3  [[5577..0088]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1188330  0  [[112  2  660000]  ]  2211330  0  [[114  4  770000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  4433..443  3  [[6644..6644]  ]  XXS  S  880  0  2200990  0  [[114  4  440000]  ]  2244330  0  [[116  6  880000]]

00..55994  4  [[1155..0099]  ]  5511..000  0  [[7755..9922]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2255000  0  [[117  7  220000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..77119  9  [[1188..2266]  ]  6600..777  7  [[9900..4444]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..88112  2  [[2200..6622]  ]  6677..882  2  [[110000..9922]  ]  .....  .  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..88775  5  [[2222..2222]  ]  7722..449  9  [[110077..8888]  ]  XXXXS  S  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..99006  6  [[2233..0011]  ]  7744..776  6  [[111111..2277]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

110  0  22550  0  1100..77550  0  [[227733..00]  ]  00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  2211..223  3  [[3311..6622]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66330  0  [[44330000]  ]  77330  0  [[55000000]]
00..22003  3  [[55..1166]  ]  2222..889  9  [[3344..0088]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66880  0  [[44770000]  ]  88000  0  [[55550000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  2244..665  5  [[3366..6677]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77330  0  [[55000000]  ]  88660  0  [[55990000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  2288..006  6  [[4411..7755]  ]  .....  .  220  0  88440  0  [[55880000]  ]  99880  0  [[66880000]]

00..22779  9  [[77..0099]  ]  3311..223  3  [[4466..4499]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  99330  0  [[66440000]  ]  1100990  0  [[77550000]]

00..33007  7  [[77..8800]  ]  3344..227  7  [[5511..0011]  ]  .....  .  330  0  1100330  0  [[77110000]  ]  1122000  0  [[88330000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  3388..227  7  [[5566..9966]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1111550  0  [[77990000]  ]  1133440  0  [[99220000]]

00..33665  5  [[99..2277]  ]  4400..552  2  [[6600..2299]  ]  SSTTD  D  440  0  1122220  0  [[88440000]  ]  1144330  0  [[99990000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  4488..228  8  [[7711..8877]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1144770  0  [[110  0  110000]  ]  1177110  0  [[111  1  880000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  5544..779  9  [[8811..5522]  ]  XXS  S  660  0  1166770  0  [[111  1  550000]  ]  1199550  0  [[113  3  440000]]

00..55994  4  [[1155..0099]  ]  6644..449  9  [[9955..9977]  ]  .....  .  880  0  1199990  0  [[113  3  770000]  ]  2233220  0  [[116  6  000000]]

00..77119  9  [[1188..2266]  ]  7777..110  0  [[111144..7700]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2244110  0  [[116  6  660000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

00..88444  4  [[2211..4444]  ]  8899..338  8  [[113333..0000]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..00000  0  [[2255..4400]  ]  110044..223  3  [[115555..0099]  ]  XXXXS  S  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..11225  5  [[2288..5577]  ]  111155..775  5  [[117722..2211]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

112  2  33000  0  1122..77550  0  [[332233..88]  ]  00..22003  3  [[55..1166]  ]  2277..223  3  [[4400..5555]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55770  0  [[33990000]  ]  66770  0  [[44660000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  2299..334  4  [[4433..6633]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66220  0  [[44330000]  ]  77220  0  [[55000000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  3333..441  1  [[4499..7711]  ]  .....  .  220  0  77110  0  [[44990000]  ]  88220  0  [[55770000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  3377..446  6  [[5555..7755]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77990  0  [[55440000]  ]  99330  0  [[66440000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  4411..448  8  [[6611..6699]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  88880  0  [[66110000]  ]  1100330  0  [[77110000]]00..33330  0  [[88..3388]  ]  4433..881  1  [[6655..1188]  ]  .....  .  330  0  99330  0  [[66440000]  ]  1100990  0  [[77550000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  4455..662  2  [[6677..9900]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  99770  0  [[66770000]  ]  1111330  0  [[77880000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  4499..661  1  [[7733..7788]  ]  SSTTD  D  .....  .  1100660  0  [[77330000]  ]  1122440  0  [[88550000]]

00..44006  6  [[1100..3311]  ]  5533..557  7  [[7799..7700]  ]  .....  .  440  0  1111550  0  [[77990000]  ]  1133440  0  [[99220000]]
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00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  5577..665  5  [[8855..8822]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1122440  0  [[88550000]  ]  1144440  0  [[99990000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  6655..448  8  [[9977..4433]  ]  XXS  S  .....  .  1144110  0  [[99770000]  ]  1166550  0  [[111  1  440000]]

00..55662  2  [[1144..2277]  ]  7733..222  2  [[110088..9922]  ]  .....  .  660  0  1155990  0  [[111  1  000000]  ]  1188550  0  [[112  2  880000]]

00..66888  8  [[1177..4488]  ]  8888..771  1  [[113322..0044]  ]  .....  .  880  0  1199440  0  [[113  3  440000]  ]  2222770  0  [[115  5  770000]]

00..88444  4  [[2211..4444]  ]  110077..442  2  [[115599..8866]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2233990  0  [[116  6  550000]  ]  2277880  0  [[119  9  220000]]

11..00000  0  [[2255..4400]  ]  112255..661  1  [[118866..9911]  ]  XXXXS  S  11220  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..11225  5  [[2288..5577]  ]  113399..881  1  [[220088..0000]  ]  .....  .  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..33112  2  [[3333..3322]  ]  116600..442  2  [[223388..6688]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

114  4  33550  0  1144..00000  0  [[335555..66]  ]  00..22110  0  [[55..3333]  ]  3300..996  6  [[4466..0044]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55440  0  [[33770000]  ]  66330  0  [[44330000]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  3322..226  6  [[4477..9999]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55660  0  [[33990000]  ]  66660  0  [[44550000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  3366..775  5  [[5544..6699]  ]  .....  .  110  0  66440  0  [[44440000]  ]  77550  0  [[55220000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  4411..221  1  [[6611..3355]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77220  0  [[55000000]  ]  88440  0  [[55880000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  4455..665  5  [[6677..9900]  ]  .....  .  220  0  88000  0  [[55550000]  ]  99440  0  [[66550000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  5500..222  2  [[7744..7766]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  88880  0  [[66110000]  ]  1100330  0  [[77110000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  5544..662  2  [[8811..2255]  ]  SSTTD  D  330  0  99660  0  [[66660000]  ]  1111220  0  [[77770000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  6633..550  0  [[9944..5555]  ]  .....  .  440  0  1111330  0  [[77880000]  ]  1133110  0  [[99000000]]

00..44669  9  [[1111..9911]  ]  6677..884  4  [[110000..9944]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1122110  0  [[88330000]  ]  1144110  0  [[99770000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  7722..116  6  [[110077..3399]  ]  XXS  S  .....  .  1122990  0  [[88990000]  ]  1155000  0  [[110  0  330000]]

00..55994  4  [[1155..0099]  ]  8855..113  3  [[112266..7711]  ]  .....  .  660  0  1155330  0  [[110  0  550000]  ]  1177990  0  [[112  2  330000]]

00..77550  0  [[1199..0055]  ]  110066..223  3  [[115588..1100]  ]  .....  .  880  0  1199330  0  [[113  3  330000]  ]  2222550  0  [[115  5  550000]]

00..99338  8  [[2233..8833]  ]  113300..998  8  [[119944..9966]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2244110  0  [[116  6  660000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..00994  4  [[2277..7799]  ]  115500..993  3  [[222244..6655]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..22550  0  [[3311..7755]  ]  117700..337  7  [[225533..5566]  ]  .....  .  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..44006  6  [[3355..7711]  ]  118899..229  9  [[228811..7700]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

22..00000  0  [[5500..8800]  ]  225566..556  6  [[338811..8833]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

22..11225  5  [[5533..9977]  ]  226699..776  6  [[440011..4444]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]
22..22000  0  [[5555..8888]  ]  227777..551  1  [[441133..0011]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

22..55000  0  [[6633..5500]  ]  330077..334  4  [[445577..4400]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

116  46  4000  0  1166..00000  0  [[440066..44]  ]  00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  3366..995  5  [[5544..9966]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  44990  0  [[33440000]  ]  55770  0  [[33990000]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  4422..009  9  [[6622..6644]  ]  .....  .  110  0  55660  0  [[33990000]  ]  66660  0  [[44550000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  4477..222  2  [[7700..3300]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66330  0  [[44330000]  ]  77440  0  [[55110000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  5522..332  2  [[7777..8833]  ]  .....  .  220  0  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  88220  0  [[55770000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  5577..557  7  [[8855..7711]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77770  0  [[55330000]  ]  99000  0  [[66220000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  6622..664  4  [[9933..1177]  ]  SSTTD  D  330  0  88440  0  [[55880000]  ]  99880  0  [[66880000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  7722..886  6  [[110088..4499]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  99990  0  [[66880000]  ]  1111550  0  [[77990000]]

00..44669  9  [[1111..9911]  ]  7777..887  7  [[111155..8866]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1100660  0  [[77330000]  ]  1122330  0  [[88550000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  8822..885  5  [[112233..3300]  ]  XXS  S  440  0  1111220  0  [[77770000]  ]  1133110  0  [[99000000]]

00..66556  6  [[1166..6666]  ]  110077..660  0  [[116600..1122]  ]  .....  .  660  0  1144880  0  [[110  0  220000]  ]  1177220  0  [[111  1  990000]]

00..88444  4  [[2211..4444]  ]  113366..774  4  [[220033..5533]  ]  .....  .  880  0  1199000  0  [[113  3  110000]  ]  2222220  0  [[115  5  330000]]

11..00331  1  [[2266..1199]  ]  116644..998  8  [[224455..5566]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2233220  0  [[116  6  000000]  ]  2277110  0  [[118  8  770000]]

11..22119  9  [[3300..9966]  ]  119922..661  1  [[228866..6644]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2277440  0  [[118  8  990000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..44338  8  [[3366..5533]  ]  222233..885  5  [[333333..1199]  ]  .....  .  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..55994  4  [[4400..4499]  ]  224455..448  8  [[336655..3355]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

118  48  4550  0  1188..00000  0  [[445577]  ]  00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  4477..444  4  [[7700..6600]  ]  .....  .  110  0  55000  0  [[33440000]  ]  55880  0  [[44000000]]
00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  5533..223  3  [[7799..2244]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55660  0  [[33990000]  ]  66660  0  [[44550000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  5588..999  9  [[8877..7755]  ]  .....  .  220  0  66220  0  [[44330000]  ]  77330  0  [[55000000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  6644..993  3  [[9966..6666]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66990  0  [[44880000]  ]  88000  0  [[55550000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  7700..665  5  [[110055..1100]  ]  SSTTD  D  .....  .  77550  0  [[55220000]  ]  88880  0  [[66110000]]

00..44006  6  [[1100..3311]  ]  7766..336  6  [[111133..6622]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  88110  0  [[55660000]  ]  99550  0  [[66550000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  8822..223  3  [[112222..4433]  ]  .....  .  330  0  88880  0  [[66110000]  ]  1100220  0  [[77000000]]

00..44669  9  [[1111..9911]  ]  8877..889  9  [[113300..7788]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  99440  0  [[66550000]  ]  1100990  0  [[77550000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  9933..554  4  [[113399..2200]  ]  XXS  S  .....  .  1100000  0  [[66990000]  ]  1111770  0  [[88110000]]

00..55662  2  [[1144..2277]  ]  110044..776  6  [[115555..8877]  ]  .....  .  440  0  1111220  0  [[77770000]  ]  1133110  0  [[99000000]]

00..77550  0  [[1199..0055]  ]  113388..330  0  [[220055..8833]  ]  .....  .  660  0  1155000  0  [[110  0  330000]  ]  1177550  0  [[112  2  110000]]

00..99338  8  [[2233..8833]  ]  117711..008  8  [[225544..6677]  ]  .....  .  880  0  1188880  0  [[113  3  000000]  ]  2211990  0  [[115  5  110000]]

11..11556  6  [[2299..3366]  ]  220088..115  5  [[330099..7766]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2233110  0  [[115  5  990000]  ]  2277000  0  [[118  8  660000]]

11..33775  5  [[3344..9922]  ]  224444..337  7  [[336633..6644]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2277550  0  [[119  9  000000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..55662  2  [[3399..6677]  ]  227744..448  8  [[440088..4455]  ]  .....  .  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..77881  1  [[4455..2244]  ]  330088..779  9  [[445599..5599]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

220  50  5000  0  2200..00000  0  [[550088]  ]  00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  5522..778  8  [[7788..5555]  ]  .....  .  110  0  44550  0  [[33110000]  ]  55220  0  [[33660000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  5599..223  3  [[8888..1199]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55110  0  [[33550000]  ]  55990  0  [[44110000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  6655..666  6  [[9977..6677]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55660  0  [[33990000]  ]  66660  0  [[44550000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  7722..228  8  [[110077..6600]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66220  0  [[44330000]  ]  77220  0  [[55000000]]00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  7788..667  7  [[111177..0022]  ]  SSTTD  D  220  0  66880  0  [[44770000]  ]  77990  0  [[55440000]]

00..44006  6  [[1100..3311]  ]  8844..004  4  [[112266..5533]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77330  0  [[55000000]  ]  88550  0  [[55990000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  9911..559  9  [[113366..3377]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77990  0  [[55440000]  ]  99220  0  [[66330000]]

00..44669  9  [[1111..9911]  ]  9977..992  2  [[114455..7700]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  88550  0  [[55990000]  ]  99550  0  [[66550000]]
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TABLE X2.2TABLE X2.2   Continued   Continued 

NPSNPS

DesignatorDesignator

DNDN

DesignatorDesignator

SpecifiedSpecified

OutsideOutside

Diameter,Diameter,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

SpecifiedSpecified

Wall Thickness,Wall Thickness,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

Nominal Weight (Mass)Nominal Weight (Mass)

per Unit Length, Plainper Unit Length, Plain

End, lb/ft [kg/m]End, lb/ft [kg/m]

WWeieighght  t  ClClasass s ScSchehedudule le NoNo. .  TTesest  t  PrPresessusurere,,AA psi [kPa]psi [kPa]

GGrraadde  e  A  A  GGrraadde  e  BB

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  110044..223  3  [[115555..1122]  ]  XXS  S  330  0  99000  0  [[66220000]  ]  1100550  0  [[77220000]]

00..55994  4  [[1155..0099]  ]  112233..223  3  [[118833..4422]  ]  .....  .  440  0  1111770  0  [[88110000]  ]  1122550  0  [[88660000]]

00..88112  2  [[2200..6622]  ]  116666..556  6  [[224477..8833]  ]  .....  .  660  0  1144660  0  [[110  0  110000]  ]  1177110  0  [[111  1  880000]]

11..00331  1  [[2266..1199]  ]  220099..006  6  [[331111..1177]  ]  .....  .  880  0  1188660  0  [[112  2  880000]  ]  2211770  0  [[115  5  000000]]

11..22881  1  [[3322..5544]  ]  225566..334  4  [[338811..5533]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2233110  0  [[115  5  990000]  ]  2266990  0  [[118  8  550000]]

11..55000  0  [[3388..1100]  ]  229966..665  5  [[444411..4499]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2277000  0  [[118  8  660000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..77550  0  [[4444..4455]  ]  334411..441  1  [[550088..1111]  ]  .....  .  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

11..99669  9  [[5500..0011]  ]  337799..553  3  [[556644..8811]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

224  64  6000  0  2244..00000  0  [[661100]  ]  00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  6633..447  7  [[9944..4466]  ]  .....  .  110  0  33880  0  [[22660000]  ]  44440  0  [[33000000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  7711..225  5  [[110066..0088]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  44220  0  [[22990000]  ]  44990  0  [[33440000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  7799..001  1  [[111177..5511]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  44770  0  [[33220000]  ]  55550  0  [[33880000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  8866..999  9  [[112299..5500]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55220  0  [[33660000]  ]  66000  0  [[44110000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  9944..771  1  [[114400..8888]  ]  SSTTD  D  220  0  55660  0  [[33990000]  ]  66660  0  [[44550000]]

00..44006  6  [[1100..3311]  ]  110022..440  0  [[115522..3377]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66110  0  [[44220000]  ]  77110  0  [[44990000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  111100..332  2  [[116644..2266]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66660  0  [[44550000]  ]  77770  0  [[55330000]]

00..44669  9  [[1111..9911]  ]  111177..998  8  [[117755..5544]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77000  0  [[44880000]  ]  88220  0  [[55770000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  112255..661  1  [[118866..9944]  ]  XXS  S  .....  .  77550  0  [[55220000]  ]  88880  0  [[66110000]]

00..55662  2  [[1144..2277]  ]  114400..881  1  [[220099..5500]  ]  .....  .  330  0  88440  0  [[55880000]  ]  99880  0  [[66880000]]

00..66888  8  [[1177..4488]  ]  117711..445  5  [[225555..2244]  ]  .....  .  440  0  1100330  0  [[77110000]  ]  1122000  0  [[88330000]]

00..99338  8  [[2233..8833]  ]  223311..225  5  [[334444..2233]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  1144110  0  [[99770000]  ]  1166440  0  [[111  1  330000]]

00..99669  9  [[2244..6611]  ]  223388..557  7  [[335555..0022]  ]  .....  .  660  0  1144550  0  [[110  0  000000]  ]  1177000  0  [[111  1  770000]]

11..22119  9  [[3300..9966]  ]  229966..886  6  [[444411..7788]  ]  .....  .  880  0  1188330  0  [[112  2  660000]  ]  2211330  0  [[114  4  770000]]

11..55331  1  [[3388..8899]  ]  336677..774  4  [[554477..3333]  ]  .....  .  11000  0  2233000  0  [[115  5  990000]  ]  2266880  0  [[118  8  550000]]

11..88112  2  [[4466..0022]  ]  442299..779  9  [[663399..5588]  ]  .....  .  11220  0  2277220  0  [[118  8  880000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

22..00662  2  [[5522..3377]  ]  448833..557  7  [[771199..6633]  ]  .....  .  11440  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

22..33444  4  [[5599..5544]  ]  554422..664  4  [[880077..6633]  ]  .....  .  11660  0  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]  ]  2288000  0  [[119  9  330000]]

226  66  6550  0  2266..00000  0  [[666600]  ]  00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  6688..882  2  [[110022..4422]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  33550  0  [[22440000]  ]  44000  0  [[22880000]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  7777..226  6  [[111155..0022]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  33990  0  [[22770000]  ]  44550  0  [[33110000]]

00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  8855..668  8  [[112277..4433]  ]  .....  .  110  0  44330  0  [[33000000]  ]  55000  0  [[33440000]]

00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  9944..335  5  [[114400..4455]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  44880  0  [[33330000]  ]  55660  0  [[33990000]]

00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  110022..772  2  [[115522..8800]  ]  SSTTD  D  .....  .  55220  0  [[33660000]  ]  66110  0  [[44220000]]

00..44006  6  [[1100..3311]  ]  111111..008  8  [[116655..2288]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  55660  0  [[33990000]  ]  66660  0  [[44550000]]

00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  111199..669  9  [[117788..2200]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66110  0  [[44220000]  ]  77110  0  [[44990000]]

00..44669  9  [[1111..9911]  ]  112288..000  0  [[119900..4466]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  66550  0  [[44550000]  ]  77660  0  [[55220000]]

00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  113366..330  0  [[220022..8855]  ]  XXS  S  220  0  66990  0  [[44880000]  ]  88110  0  [[55660000]]

00..55662  2  [[1144..2277]  ]  115522..883  3  [[222277..3377]  ]  .....  .  .....  .  77880  0  [[55440000]  ]  99110  0  [[66330000]]

AA The minimum test pressure for outside diameters and wall thicknesses not listed shall be computed by the formula given below. The computed test pressure shall beThe minimum test pressure for outside diameters and wall thicknesses not listed shall be computed by the formula given below. The computed test pressure shall be

used in all cases, except as follows:used in all cases, except as follows:

((11) ) For specified wall thicknesseFor specified wall thicknesses greater than s greater than the heaviest specifiethe heaviest specified wall d wall thicknthickness listed in ess listed in this table for this table for the applicablthe applicable specified outside diametere specified outside diameter, the , the test pressuretest pressure

shall be the highest value listed for the applicable specified outside diameter and grade.shall be the highest value listed for the applicable specified outside diameter and grade.

((2 2 ) ) ForFor pippipee smasmallellerr thathann NPSNPS 22 [DN[DN 50]50] witwithh aa spespecificifieded walwalll thithickncknessess leslesss thathann thethe liglightehtestst spespecificifieded walwalll thithickncknessess lislistedted inin thithiss tabtablele fortheforthe appappliclicablablee spespecificifieded outoutsidsidee

diametdiameter er and grade.and grade.

((3 3 ) ) For all For all sizes of Grade A and sizes of Grade A and B pipe B pipe smallesmaller than r than NPS 2 NPS 2 [DN 50], the [DN 50], the test pressuretest pressures were s were assignassigned arbitrariled arbitrarily. Ty. Test pressures for intermedest pressures for intermediate specified outsidiate specified outsidee

diameters need not exceed those given in this table for the next larger listed size.diameters need not exceed those given in this table for the next larger listed size.

P P 5522St St  /  / D D 

where:where:

P P     = = minimuminimum hydm hydrostatrostatic teic test prst pressureessure, psi , psi [kPa],[kPa],

S S     = = 0.60 ti0.60 times the mes the specifispecified minied minimum yiemum yield streld strength, pngth, psi [kPasi [kPa],],

t t     = = specifispecified ed wall wall thicknthickness, ess, in. in. [mm], [mm], andand

D D     = = specifispecified oed outside utside diametdiameter, er, in. in. [mm].[mm].
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TTABLE X2.3 ABLE X2.3 DimenDimensions, Weightsions, Weights s (Masses) per Unit (Masses) per Unit LengtLength, h, and Test Pressures for and Test Pressures for ThreadThreaded and ed and CouplCoupled ed PipePipe

NPSNPS

DesignatorDesignator

DNDN

DesignatorDesignator

SpecifiedSpecified

OutsideOutside

Diameter,Diameter,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

SpecifiedSpecified

Wall Thickness,Wall Thickness,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

Nominal WeightNominal Weight

(Mass) per Unit(Mass) per Unit

Length, ThreadedLength, Threaded

and Coupled, lb/ftand Coupled, lb/ft

[kg/m][kg/m]

WeightWeight

ClassClass

ScheduleSchedule

No.No.
   TTest est Pressure, Pressure, psi psi [kPa][kPa]

GGrraadde  e  A  A  GGrraadde  e  BB

11 ⁄  ⁄ 88    6  6  00..44005  5  [[1100..33]  ]  00..006688

0.0950.095

[1.73][1.73]

[2.41][2.41]

0.250.25

0.320.32

[0.37][0.37]

[0.46][0.46]

STDSTD

XSXS

4040

8080

700700

850850

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

700700

850850

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

11 ⁄  ⁄ 44    8  8  00..55440  0  [[1133..77]  ]  00..008888

0.1190.119

[2.24][2.24]

[3.02][3.02]

0.430.43

0.540.54

[0.63][0.63]

[0.80][0.80]

STDSTD

XSXS

4040

8080

700700

850850

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

700700

850850

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

33 ⁄  ⁄ 88    110  0  00..66775  5  [[1177..11]  ]  00..009911

0.1260.126

[2.31][2.31]

[3.20][3.20]

0.570.57

0.740.74

[0.84][0.84]

[1.10][1.10]

STDSTD

XSXS

4040

8080

700700

850850

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

700700

850850

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

11 ⁄  ⁄ 22    115  5  00..88440  0  [[2211..33]  ]  00..110099

0.1470.147

0.2940.294

[2.77][2.77]

[3.73][3.73]

[7.47][7.47]

0.860.86

1.091.09

1.721.72

[1.27][1.27]

[1.62][1.62]

[2.54][2.54]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

700700

850850

10001000

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

[6900][6900]

700700

850850

10001000

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

[6900][6900]

33 ⁄  ⁄ 44    220  0  11..00550  0  [[2266..77]  ]  00..111133

0.1540.154

0.3080.308

[2.87][2.87]

[3.91][3.91]

[7.82][7.82]

1.141.14

1.481.48

2.452.45

[1.69][1.69]

[2.21][2.21]

[3.64][3.64]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

700700

850850

10001000

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

[6900][6900]

700700

850850

10001000

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

[6900][6900]

1  1  225  5  11..33115  5  [[3333..44]  ]  00..113333

0.1790.179

0.3580.358

[3.38][3.38]

[4.55][4.55]

[9.09][9.09]

1.691.69

2.192.19

3.663.66

[2.50][2.50]

[3.25][3.25]

[5.45][5.45]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

700700

850850

10001000

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

[6900][6900]

700700

850850

10001000

[4800][4800]

[5900][5900]

[6900][6900]

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 44    332  2  11..66660  0  [[4422..22]  ]  00..114400

0.1910.191

0.3820.382

[3.56][3.56]

[4.85][4.85]

[9.70][9.70]

2.282.28

3.033.03

5.235.23

[3.40][3.40]

[4.49][4.49]

[7.76][7.76]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

10001000

15001500

18001800

[6900][6900]

[10 300][10 300]

[12 400][12 400]

11001100

16001600

19001900

[7600][7600]

[11 000][11 000]

[13 100][13 100]

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 22    440  0  11..99000  0  [[4488..33]  ]  00..114455
0.2000.200

0.4000.400

[3.68][3.68]
[5.08][5.08]

[10.16][10.16]

2.742.74
3.653.65

6.416.41

[4.04][4.04]
[5.39][5.39]

[9.56][9.56]

STDSTD
XSXS

XXSXXS

4040
8080

......

10001000
15001500

18001800

[6900][6900]
[10 300][10 300]

[12 400][12 400]

11001100
16001600

19001900

[7600][7600]
[11 000][11 000]

[13 100][13 100]

2  2  550  0  22..33775  5  [[6600..33]  ]  00..115544

0.2180.218

0.4360.436

[3.91][3.91]

[5.54][5.54]

[11.07][11.07]

3.683.68

5.085.08

9.069.06

[5.46][5.46]

[7.55][7.55]

[13.44][13.44]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

23002300

25002500

25002500

[15 900][15 900]

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

25002500

25002500

25002500

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

2211 ⁄  ⁄ 22    665  5  22..88775  5  [[7733..00]  ]  00..220033

0.2760.276

0.5520.552

[5.16][5.16]

[7.01][7.01]

[14.02][14.02]

5.855.85

7.757.75

13.7213.72

[8.67][8.67]

[11.52][11.52]

[20.39][20.39]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

25002500

25002500

25002500

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

25002500

25002500

25002500

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

3  3  880  0  33..55000  0  [[8888..99]  ]  00..221166

0.3000.300

0.6000.600

[5.49][5.49]

[7.62][7.62]

[15.24][15.24]

7.687.68

10.3510.35

18.6018.60

[11.35][11.35]

[15.39][15.39]

[27.66][27.66]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

22002200

25002500

25002500

[15 200][15 200]

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

25002500

25002500

25002500

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

[17 200][17 200]

3311 ⁄  ⁄ 22    990  0  44..00000  0  [[110011..66]  ]  00..222266

0.3180.318

[5.74][5.74]

[8.08][8.08]

9.279.27

12.6712.67

[13.71][13.71]

[18.82][18.82]

STDSTD

XSXS

4040

8080

20002000

28002800

[13 800][13 800]

[19 300][19 300]

24002400

28002800

[16 500][16 500]

[19 300][19 300]

4  4  11000  0  44..55000  0  [[111144..33]  ]  00..223377

0.3370.337
0.6740.674

[6.02][6.02]

[8.56][8.56]
[17.12][17.12]

10.9210.92

15.2015.20
27.6227.62

[16.23][16.23]

[22.60][22.60]
[41.09][41.09]

STDSTD

XSXS
XXSXXS

4040

8080
......

19001900

27002700
28002800

[13 100][13 100]

[18 600][18 600]
[19 300][19 300]

22002200

28002800
28002800

[15 200][15 200]

[19 300][19 300]
[19 300][19 300]

5  5  11225  5  55..55663  3  [[114411..33]  ]  00..225588

0.3750.375

0.7500.750

[6.55][6.55]

[9.52][9.52]

[19.05][19.05]

14.9014.90

21.0421.04

38.6338.63

[22.07][22.07]

[31.42][31.42]

[57.53][57.53]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

17001700

24002400

28002800

[11 700][11 700]

[16 500][16 500]

[19 300][19 300]

19001900

28002800

28002800

[13 100][13 100]

[19 300][19 300]

[19 300][19 300]

6  6  11550  0  66..66225  5  [[116688..33]  ]  00..228800

0.4320.432

0.8640.864

[7.11][7.11]

[10.97][10.97]

[21.95][21.95]

19.3419.34

28.8828.88

53.1953.19

[28.58][28.58]

[43.05][43.05]

[79.18][79.18]

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

4040

8080

......

15001500

23002300

28002800

[10 300][10 300]

[15 900][15 900]

[19 300][19 300]

18001800

27002700

28002800

[12 400][12 400]

[18 600][18 600]

[19 300][19 300]

8  8  22000  0  88..66225  5  [[221199..11]  ]  00..227777

0.3220.322

0.5000.500

0.8750.875

[7.04][7.04]

[8.18][8.18]

[12.70][12.70]

[22.22][22.22]

25.5325.53

29.3529.35

44.0044.00

72.6972.69

[38.07][38.07]

[43.73][43.73]

[65.41][65.41]

[107.94][107.94]

......

STDSTD

XSXS

XXSXXS

3030

4040

8080

......

12001200

13001300

21002100

28002800

[8300][8300]

[9000][9000]

[14 500][14 500]

[19 300][19 300]

13001300

16001600

24002400

28002800

[9000][9000]

[11 000][11 000]

[16 500][16 500]

[19 300][19 300]

110  0  22550  0  1100..77550  0  [[227733..00]  ]  00..227799

0.3070.307

0.3650.365

0.5000.500

[7.09][7.09]

[7.80][7.80]

[9.27][9.27]

[12.70][12.70]

32.3332.33

35.3335.33

41.4941.49

55.5555.55

[48.80][48.80]

[53.27][53.27]

[63.36][63.36]

[83.17][83.17]

......

......

STDSTD

XSXS

......

3030

4040

6060

950950

10001000

12001200

17001700

[6500][6500]

[6900][6900]

[8300][8300]

[11 700][11 700]

11001100

12001200

14001400

20002000

[7600][7600]

[8300][8300]

[9700][9700]

[13 800][13 800]

112  2  33000  0  1122..77550  0  [[332233..88]  ]  00..333300

0.3750.375

0.5000.500

[8.38][8.38]

[9.52][9.52]

[12.70][12.70]

45.4745.47

51.2851.28

66.9166.91

[67.72][67.72]

[76.21][76.21]

[99.4][99.4]

......

STDSTD

XSXS

3030

......

......

950950

11001100

14001400

[6500][6500]

[7600][7600]

[9700][9700]

11001100

12001200

16001600

[7600][7600]

[8300][8300]

[11 000][11 000]

A53/A53M − 22A53/A53M − 22
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TTABLE X2.4 ABLE X2.4 TaTable of ble of MinimuMinimum m PermissPermissible Wall ible Wall ThicknThicknesses on esses on InspecInspection for tion for Pipe Specified Wall Pipe Specified Wall ThicknThicknessesesses

NNOTEOTE 1—The following equation, upon which this table is based, shall be applied to calculate minimum permissible wall thickness from specified wall 1—The following equation, upon which this table is based, shall be applied to calculate minimum permissible wall thickness from specified wall
thickness:thickness:
t t 
ss

 × 0.875 = × 0.875 =  t  t 
mm

where:where:
t t 
ss

 = specified wall thickness, in. [mm], and = specified wall thickness, in. [mm], and
t t 
mm

 = minimum permissible wall thickness, in. [mm]. = minimum permissible wall thickness, in. [mm].
The wall thickness is expressed to three [two] decimal places, the fourth [third] decimal place being carried forward or dropped in accordance withThe wall thickness is expressed to three [two] decimal places, the fourth [third] decimal place being carried forward or dropped in accordance with
PracticePractice E29 E29..

NNOTEOTE 2—This table is a master table covering wall thicknesses available in the purchase of different classifications of pipe, but it is not meant to imply 2—This table is a master table covering wall thicknesses available in the purchase of different classifications of pipe, but it is not meant to imply

that all of the walls listed therein are obtainable under this specification.that all of the walls listed therein are obtainable under this specification.
Specified WallSpecified Wall

Thickness (Thickness (t t s s ),),

in. [mm]in. [mm]

MinimumMinimum

Permissible WallPermissible Wall

Thickness onThickness on

Inspection (Inspection (t t m m ),),

in. [mm]in. [mm]

Specified WallSpecified Wall

Thickness (Thickness (t t s s ),),

in. [mm]in. [mm]

MinimumMinimum

Permissible WallPermissible Wall

Thickness onThickness on

Inspection (Inspection (t t m m ),),

in. [mm]in. [mm]

Specified WallSpecified Wall

Thickness (Thickness (t t s s ),),

in. [mm]in. [mm]

MinimumMinimum

Permissible WallPermissible Wall

Thickness onThickness on

Inspection (Inspection (t t m m ),),

in. [mm]in. [mm]

00..00668  8  [[11..7733]  ]  00..00660  0  [[11..5522]  ]  00..22994  4  [[77..4477]  ]  00..22557  7  [[66..5533]  ]  00..77550  0  [[1199..0055]  ]  00..66556  6  [[1166..6666]]

00..00888  8  [[22..2244]  ]  00..00777  7  [[11..9966]  ]  00..33000  0  [[77..6622]  ]  00..22662  2  [[66..6655]  ]  00..88112  2  [[2200..6622]  ]  00..77110  0  [[1188..0033]]

00..00991  1  [[22..3311]  ]  00..00880  0  [[22..0033]  ]  00..33007  7  [[77..8800]  ]  00..22669  9  [[66..8833]  ]  00..88444  4  [[2211..4444]  ]  00..77339  9  [[1188..7777]]

00..00995  5  [[22..4411]  ]  00..00883  3  [[22..1111]  ]  00..33008  8  [[77..8822]  ]  00..22770  0  [[66..8866]  ]  00..88664  4  [[2211..9944]  ]  00..77556  6  [[1199..2200]]

00..11009  9  [[22..7777]  ]  00..00995  5  [[22..4411]  ]  00..33112  2  [[77..9922]  ]  00..22773  3  [[66..9933]  ]  00..88775  5  [[2222..2222]  ]  00..77666  6  [[1199..4466]]

00..11113  3  [[22..8877]  ]  00..00999  9  [[22..5511]  ]  00..33118  8  [[88..0088]  ]  00..22778  8  [[77..0066]  ]  00..99006  6  [[2233..0011]  ]  00..77993  3  [[2200..1144]]

00..11119  9  [[33..0022]  ]  00..11004  4  [[22..6644]  ]  00..33222  2  [[88..1188]  ]  00..22882  2  [[77..1166)  )  00..99338  8  [[2233..8822]  ]  00..88221  1  [[2200..8855]]

00..11225  5  [[33..1188]  ]  00..11009  9  [[22..7777)  )  00..33330  0  [[88..3388]  ]  00..22889  9  [[77..3344]  ]  00..99668  8  [[2244..5599]  ]  00..88447  7  [[2211..5511]]

00..11226  6  [[33..2200]  ]  00..11110  0  [[22..7799]  ]  00..33337  7  [[88..5566]  ]  00..22995  5  [[77..4499]  ]  11..00000  0  [[2255..4400]  ]  00..88775  5  [[2222..2222]]

00..11333  3  [[33..3388]  ]  00..11116  6  [[22..9955]  ]  00..33443  3  [[88..7711]  ]  00..33000  0  [[77..6622]  ]  11..00331  1  [[2266..1199]  ]  00..99002  2  [[2222..9911]]

00..11440  0  [[33..5566]  ]  00..11222  2  [[33..1100]  ]  00..33444  4  [[88..7744]  ]  00..33001  1  [[77..6655]  ]  11..00662  2  [[2266..9977]  ]  00..99229  9  [[2266..3300]]

00..11445  5  [[33..6688]  ]  00..11227  7  [[33..2233]  ]  00..33558  8  [[99..0099]  ]  00..33113  3  [[77..9955]  ]  11..00994  4  [[2277..7799]  ]  00..99557  7  [[2244..3311]]

00..11447  7  [[33..7733]  ]  00..11229  9  [[33..2288]  ]  00..33665  5  [[99..2277]  ]  00..33119  9  [[88..1100]  ]  11..11225  5  [[2288..5588]  ]  00..99884  4  [[2244..9999]]

00..11554  4  [[33..9911]  ]  00..11335  5  [[33..4433]  ]  00..33775  5  [[99..5522]  ]  00..33228  8  [[88..3333]  ]  11..11556  6  [[2299..3366]  ]  11..00112  2  [[2255..7700]]

00..11556  6  [[33..9966]  ]  00..11336  6  [[33..4455]  ]  00..33882  2  [[99..7700]  ]  00..33334  4  [[88..4488]  ]  11..22119  9  [[3300..9966]  ]  11..00667  7  [[2277..0088]]

00..11779  9  [[44..5555]  ]  00..11557  7  [[33..9999]  ]  00..44000  0  [[1100..1166]  ]  00..33550  0  [[88..8899]  ]  11..22550  0  [[3311..7755]  ]  11..00994  4  [[2277..7799]]

00..11887  7  [[44..7755]  ]  00..11664  4  [[44..1177]  ]  00..44006  6  [[1100..3311]  ]  00..33555  5  [[99..0022]  ]  11..22881  1  [[3322..5544]  ]  11..11221  1  [[2288..4477]]

00..11888  8  [[44..7788]  ]  00..11664  4  [[44..1177]  ]  00..44332  2  [[1100..9977]  ]  00..33778  8  [[99..6600]  ]  11..33112  2  [[3333..3322]  ]  11..11448  8  [[2299..1166]]

00..11991  1  [[44..8855]  ]  00..11667  7  [[44..2244]  ]  00..44336  6  [[1111..0077]  ]  00..33882  2  [[99..7700]  ]  11..33443  3  [[3344..1111]  ]  11..11775  5  [[2299..8855]]

00..22000  0  [[55..0088]  ]  00..11775  5  [[44..4444]  ]  00..44337  7  [[1111..1100]  ]  00..33882  2  [[99..7700]  ]  11..33775  5  [[3344..9922]  ]  11..22003  3  [[3300..5566]]

00..22003  3  [[55..1166]  ]  00..11778  8  [[44..5522]  ]  00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  00..33883  3  [[99..7733]  ]  11..44006  6  [[3355..7711]  ]  11..22330  0  [[3311..2244]]

00..22116  6  [[55..4499]  ]  00..11889  9  [[44..8800]  ]  00..55000  0  [[1122..7700]  ]  00..44338  8  [[1111..1133]  ]  11..44338  8  [[3366..5533]  ]  11..22558  8  [[3311..9955]]

00..22118  8  [[55..5544]  ]  00..11991  1  [[44..8855]  ]  00..55331  1  [[1133..4499]  ]  00..44665  5  [[1111..8811]  ]  11..55000  0  [[3388..1100]  ]  11..33112  2  [[3333..3322]]

00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  00..11992  2  [[44..8888]  ]  00..55552  2  [[1144..0022]  ]  00..44883  3  [[1122..2277]  ]  11..55331  1  [[3388..8899]  ]  11..33440  0  [[3344..0044]]

00..22226  6  [[55..7744]  ]  00..11998  8  [[55..0033]  ]  00..55662  2  [[1144..2277]  ]  00..44992  2  [[1122..5500]  ]  11..55662  2  [[3399..6677]  ]  11..33667  7  [[3344..7722]]

00..22337  7  [[66..0022]  ]  00..22007  7  [[55..2266]  ]  00..55994  4  [[1155..0099]  ]  00..55220  0  [[1133..2211]  ]  11..55994  4  [[4400..4499]  ]  11..33995  5  [[3355..4433]]

00..22550  0  [[66..3355]  ]  00..22119  9  [[55..5566]  ]  00..66000  0  [[1155..2244]  ]  00..55225  5  [[1133..3344]  ]  11..77550  0  [[4444..4455]  ]  11..55331  1  [[3388..8899]]

00..22558  8  [[66..5555]  ]  00..22226  6  [[55..7744]  ]  00..66225  5  [[1155..8888]  ]  00..55447  7  [[1133..8899]  ]  11..77881  1  [[4455..2244]  ]  11..55558  8  [[3399..5577]]

00..22776  6  [[77..0011]  ]  00..22442  2  [[66..1155]  ]  00..66556  6  [[1166..6666]  ]  00..55774  4  [[1144..5588]  ]  11..88112  2  [[4466..0022]  ]  11..55886  6  [[4400..2288]]
00..22777  7  [[77..0044]  ]  00..22442  2  [[66..1155]  ]  00..66774  4  [[1177..1122]  ]  00..55990  0  [[1144..9999]  ]  11..99668  8  [[4499..9999]  ]  11..77222  2  [[4433..7744]]

00..22779  9  [[77..0099]  ]  00..22444  4  [[66..2200]  ]  00..66888  8  [[1177..4488]  ]  00..66002  2  [[1155..2299]  ]  22..00662  2  [[5522..3377]  ]  11..88004  4  [[4455..8822]]

00..22880  0  [[77..1111]  ]  00..22445  5  [[66..2222]  ]  00..77119  9  [[1188..2266]  ]  00..66229  9  [[1155..9988]  ]  22..33444  4  [[5599..5544]  ]  22..00551  1  [[5522..1100]]

00..22881  1  [[77..1144]  ]  00..22446  6  [[66..2255]]
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X3. X3. BASIC THREADING DABASIC THREADING DATTAA

X3.1X3.1   Fig. X3.1  Fig. X3.1 is to be used with is to be used with  Table X3.1 Table X3.1..  Fig. X3.2 Fig. X3.2   isis

to be used withto be used with Table X3.2 Table X3.2..

FIG. X3.1 Dimensions of Hand Tight Assembly for Use withFIG. X3.1 Dimensions of Hand Tight Assembly for Use with  Table X3.1 Table X3.1

TABLE X3.1 Basic Threading Data for Standard-Weight Pipe, NPS 6 [DN 150] or SmallerTABLE X3.1 Basic Threading Data for Standard-Weight Pipe, NPS 6 [DN 150] or Smaller

NNOTEOTE 1—All dimensions in this table are nominal and subject to mill tolerances. 1—All dimensions in this table are nominal and subject to mill tolerances.

NNOTEOTE 2—The taper of threads is 2—The taper of threads is    33 ⁄  ⁄ 44 in. ⁄ft [62.5 mm/m] on the diameter. in. ⁄ft [62.5 mm/m] on the diameter.

PPiippe  e  TThhrreeaadds  s  CCoouupplliinngg

NPSNPS

DesignatorDesignator

DNDN

DesignatorDesignator

SpecifiedSpecified

OutsideOutside

Diameter,Diameter,
in. [mm]in. [mm]

Number perNumber per

inchinch

End of Pipe toEnd of Pipe to

Hand Tight Plane,Hand Tight Plane,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

EffectiveEffective

Length,Length,

in. [mm]in. [mm]

TotalTotal

Length, in. [mm]Length, in. [mm]

Pitch DiameterPitch Diameter

at Handat Hand

Tight Plane,Tight Plane,
in. [mm]in. [mm]

SpecifiedSpecified

OutsideOutside

Diameter,Diameter,
in. [mm]in. [mm]

Length,Length,

min., in. [mm]min., in. [mm]

Hand TightHand Tight

Stand-OffStand-Off

(Numbe(Number r ofof
Threads)Threads)

D D LL11    LL2 2     LL4 4     E E 11    W W N N  L L    AA

11 ⁄  ⁄ 88    6  6  00..44005  5  [[1100..33]  ]  227  7  00..1166115  5  [[44..11002211]  ]  00..22663388

[6.7005][6.7005]

0.39240.3924

[9.9670][9.9670]

0.373600.37360

[9.48944][9.48944]

0.563 [14.3]0.563 [14.3]    33 ⁄  ⁄ 44   [[1199]  ]  44

11 ⁄  ⁄ 44    8  8  00..55440  0  [[1133..77]  ]  118  8  00..2222778  8  [[55..77886611]  ]  00..44001188

[10.2057][10.2057]

0.59460.5946

[15.1028][15.1028]

0.491630.49163

[12.48740][12.48740]

00..77119  9  [[1188..33]  ]  1111 ⁄  ⁄ 88   [[2299]  ]  5511 ⁄  ⁄ 22

33 ⁄  ⁄ 88    110  0  00..66775  5  [[1177..11]  ]  118  8  00..22440  0  [[66..009966]  ]  00..44007788

[10.3581][10.3581]

0.60060.6006

[15.2552][15.2552]

0.627010.62701

[15.92605][15.92605]

00..88775  5  [[2222..22]  ]  1111 ⁄  ⁄ 88   [[2299]  ]  55

11 ⁄  ⁄ 22    115  5  00..88440  0  [[2211..33]  ]  114  4  00..33220  0  [[88..112288]  ]  00..55333377

[13.5560][13.5560]

0.78150.7815

[19.8501][19.8501]

0.778430.77843

[19.77212][19.77212]

11..00663  3  [[2277..00]  ]  1111 ⁄  ⁄ 22   [[3388]  ]  55

33 ⁄  ⁄ 44    220  0  11..00550  0  [[2266..77]  ]  114  4  00..33339  9  [[88..661111]  ]  00..55445577

[13.8608][13.8608]

0.79350.7935

[20.1549][20.1549]

0.988870.98887

[25.11730][25.11730]

11..33113  3  [[3333..44]  ]  1199 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[4400]  ]  55

1  1  225  5  11..33115  5  [[3333..44]  ]  111111 ⁄  ⁄ 22    0.0.40400 0 [1[10.0.16160] 0]  0.0.68682828

[17.3431][17.3431]

0.98450.9845

[25.0063][25.0063]

1.238631.23863

[31.46120][31.46120]

1.1.57576 6 [4[40.0.0]  0]  111515 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[4499]  ]  55

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 44    332  2  11..66660  0  [[4422..22]  ]  111111 ⁄  ⁄ 22    0.0.42420 0 [1[10.0.66668] 8]  0.0.70706868

[17.9527][17.9527]

1.00851.0085

[25.6159][25.6159]

1.583381.58338

[40.21785][40.21785]

11..99000  0  [[4488..33]  ]  2  2  [[5500]  ]  55

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 22    440  0  11..99000  0  [[4488..33]  ]  111111 ⁄  ⁄ 22    0.0.42420 0 [1[10.0.66668] 8]  0.0.72723535

[18.3769][18.3769]

1.02521.0252

[26.0401][26.0401]

1.822341.82234

[46.28744][46.28744]

22..22000  0  [[5555..99]  ]  2  2  [[5500]  ]  5511 ⁄  ⁄ 22

2  2  550  0  22..33775  5  [[6600..33]  ]  111111 ⁄  ⁄ 22    0.0.43436 6 [1[11.1.07074] 4]  0.0.75756565

[19.2151][19.2151]

1.05821.0582

[26.8783][26.8783]

2.296272.29627

[58.32526][58.32526]

22..77550  0  [[6699..88]  ]  2211 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[5522]  ]  5511 ⁄  ⁄ 22

2211 ⁄  ⁄ 22    665  5  22..88775  5  [[7733..00]  ]  8  8  00..66882  2  [[1177..332233]  ]  11..11337766

[28.8950][28.8950]

1.57121.5712

[39.9085][39.9085]

2.762162.76216

[70.15886][70.15886]

33..22550  0  [[8822..55]  ]  3311 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[7788]  ]  5511 ⁄  ⁄ 22

3  3  880  0  33..55000  0  [[8888..99]  ]  8  8  00..77666  6  [[1199..445566]  ]  11..22000000

[30.4800][30.4800]

1.63371.6337

[41.4960][41.4960]

3.388503.38850

[86.06790][86.06790]

4.4.00000 0 [1[10101.6.6]  ]  3333 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[8811]  ]  5511 ⁄  ⁄ 22

3311 ⁄  ⁄ 22    990  0  44..00000  0  [[110011..66]  ]  8  8  00..88221  1  [[2200..885533]  ]  11..22550000

[31.7500][31.7500]

1.68371.6837

[42.7660][42.7660]

3.888813.88881

[98.77577][98.77577]

4.4.62625 5 [1[11717.5.5] ]  3355 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[8844]  ]  5511 ⁄  ⁄ 22

4  4  11000  0  44..55000  0  [[111144..33]  ]  8  8  00..88444  4  [[2211..443388]  ]  11..33000000

[33.0200][33.0200]

1.73371.7337

[44.0360][44.0360]

4.387134.38713

[111.43310][111.43310]

5.5.00000 0 [1[12727.0.0]  ]  3377 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[8877]  ]  55

5  5  11225  5  55..55663  3  [[114411..33]  ]  8  8  00..99337  7  [[2233..880000]  ]  11..44006633

[35.7200][35.7200]

1.84001.8400

[46.7360][46.7360]

5.449295.44929

[138.41200][138.41200]

6.6.29296 6 [1[15959.9.9] ]  331111 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[9944]  ]  55

6  6  11550  0  66..66225  5  [[116688..33]  ]  8  8  00..99558  8  [[2244..333333]  ]  11..55112255

[38.4175][38.4175]

1.94621.9462

[49.4335][49.4335]

6.505976.50597

[165.25164][165.25164]

7.7.39390 0 [1[18787.7.7] ]  331515 ⁄  ⁄ 1616  [[110000]  ]  66
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FIG. X3.2 FIG. X3.2 DimensDimensions of Hand Tight Asions of Hand Tight Assembly for Use withsembly for Use with Table X3.2 Table X3.2
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X4. X4. ELONGAELONGATION VTION VALUESALUES

X4.1 X4.1 TTabulatabulated ined in  Table X4.1 Table X4.1 are the minimum elongation are the minimum elongation

values in inch-pound units, calculated using the equation givenvalues in inch-pound units, calculated using the equation given

inin Table 2 Table 2..

TABLE X4.1 Elongation ValuesTABLE X4.1 Elongation Values

Area,Area,  A A, in., in.22

SSppeecciififieed  d  WWaalll  l  TThhiicckknneessss,  ,  iinn.  .  EElloonnggaattiioon  n  iin  n  2  2  iinn..,  ,  mmiinn,  ,  %%

TTeennssiioon  n  TTeesst  t  SSppeecciimmeen  n  SSppeecciififieed  d  MMiinniimmuum  m  TTeennssiille  e  SSttrreennggtthh,  ,  ppssii
33 ⁄  ⁄ 44-in.-in.

SpecimenSpecimen

1-in.1-in.

SpecimenSpecimen

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 22-in.-in.

SSppeecciimmeen  n  448  8  00000  0  660  0  000000

0.75 and0.75 and

greatergreater

0.994 and0.994 and

greatergreater

0.746 and0.746 and

greatergreater

0.497 and0.497 and

greatergreater

336  6  3300

00..774  4  00..998800––00..99993  3  00..773355––00..77445  5  00..449900––00..44996  6  336  6  2299

00..773  3  00..996677––00..99779  9  00..772266––00..77334  4  00..448844––00..44889  9  336  6  2299

00..772  2  00..995544––00..99666  6  00..771155––00..77225  5  00..447777––00..44883  3  336  6  2299

00..771  1  00..994411––00..99553  3  00..770066––00..77114  4  00..447711––00..44776  6  336  6  2299

00..770  0  00..992277––00..99440  0  00..669955––00..77005  5  00..446644––00..44770  0  336  6  2299

00..669  9  00..991144––00..99226  6  00..668866––00..66994  4  00..445577––00..44663  3  336  6  2299

00..668  8  00..990000––00..99113  3  00..667755––00..66885  5  00..445500––00..44556  6  335  5  2299

00..667  7  00..888877––00..88999  9  00..666666––00..66774  4  00..444444––00..44449  9  335  5  2299

00..666  6  00..887744––00..88886  6  00..665555––00..66665  5  00..443377––00..44443  3  335  5  2299

00..665  5  00..886611––00..88773  3  00..664466––00..66554  4  00..443311––00..44336  6  335  5  2299

00..664  4  00..884477––00..88660  0  00..663355––00..66445  5  00..442244––00..44330  0  335  5  2299

00..663  3  00..883344––00..88446  6  00..662266––00..66334  4  00..441177––00..44223  3  335  5  2299

00..662  2  00..882200––00..88333  3  00..661155––00..66225  5  00..441100––00..44116  6  335  5  2288

00..661  1  00..880077––00..88119  9  00..660066––00..66114  4  00..440044––00..44009  9  335  5  2288

00..660  0  00..779944––00..88006  6  00..559955––00..66005  5  00..339977––00..44003  3  335  5  228800..559  9  00..778811––00..77993  3  00..558866––00..55994  4  00..339911––00..33996  6  334  4  2288

00..558  8  00..776677––00..77880  0  00..557755––00..55885  5  00..338844––00..33990  0  334  4  2288

00..557  7  00..775544––00..77666  6  00..556666––00..55774  4  00..337777––00..33883  3  334  4  2288

00..556  6  00..774400––00..77553  3  00..555555––00..55665  5  00..337700––00..33776  6  334  4  2288

00..555  5  00..772277––00..77339  9  00..554466––00..55554  4  00..336644––00..33669  9  334  4  2288

00..554  4  00..771144––00..77226  6  00..553355––00..55445  5  00..335577––00..33663  3  334  4  2288

00..553  3  00..770011––00..77113  3  00..552266––00..55334  4  00..335511––00..33556  6  334  4  2288

00..552  2  00..668877––00..77000  0  00..551155––00..55225  5  00..334444––00..33550  0  334  4  2277

00..551  1  00..667744––00..66886  6  00..550066––00..55114  4  00..333377––00..33443  3  333  3  2277

00..550  0  00..666600––00..66773  3  00..449955––00..55005  5  00..333300––00..33336  6  333  3  2277

00..449  9  00..664477––00..66559  9  00..448866––00..44994  4  00..332244––00..33229  9  333  3  2277

00..448  8  00..663344––00..66446  6  00..447755––00..44885  5  00..331177––00..33223  3  333  3  2277

00..447  7  00..662211––00..66333  3  00..446666––00..44774  4  00..331111––00..33116  6  333  3  2277

00..446  6  00..660077––00..66220  0  00..445555––00..44665  5  00..330044––00..33110  0  333  3  2277

00..445  5  00..559944––00..66006  6  00..444466––00..44554  4  00..229977––00..33003  3  333  3  2277

00..444  4  00..558800––00..55993  3  00..443355––00..44445  5  00..229900––00..22996  6  332  2  2277

00..443  3  00..556677––00..55779  9  00..442266––00..44334  4  00..228844––00..22889  9  332  2  2266

00..442  2  00..555544––00..55666  6  00..441155––00..44225  5  00..227777––00..22883  3  332  2  2266

00..441  1  00..554411––00..55553  3  00..440066––00..44114  4  00..227711––00..22776  6  332  2  2266

00..440  0  00..552277––00..55440  0  00..339955––00..44005  5  00..226644––00..22770  0  332  2  2266

00..339  9  00..551144––00..55226  6  00..338866––00..33994  4  00..225577––00..22663  3  332  2  2266

00..338  8  00..550000––00..55113  3  00..337755––00..33885  5  00..225500––00..22556  6  332  2  2266

00..337  7  00..448877––00..44999  9  00..336666––00..33774  4  00..224444––00..22449  9  331  1  2266

00..336  6  00..447744––00..44886  6  00..335555––00..33665  5  00..223377––00..22443  3  331  1  2266

00..335  5  00..446611––00..44773  3  00..334466––00..33554  4  00..223311––00..22336  6  331  1  2255

00..334  4  00..444477––00..44660  0  00..333355––00..33445  5  00..222244––00..22330  0  331  1  2255

00..333  3  00..443344––00..44446  6  00..332266––00..33334  4  00..221177––00..22223  3  331  1  2255

00..332  2  00..442200––00..44333  3  00..331155––00..33225  5  00..221100––00..22116  6  330  0  2255

00..331  1  00..440077––00..44119  9  00..330066––00..33114  4  00..220044––00..22009  9  330  0  2255

00..330  0  00..339944––00..44006  6  00..229955––00..33005  5  00..119977––00..22003  3  330  0  2255

00..229  9  00..338811––00..33993  3  00..228866––00..22994  4  00..119911––00..11996  6  330  0  2244

00..228  8  00..336677––00..33880  0  00..227755––00..22885  5  00..118844––00..11990  0  330  0  2244

00..227  7  00..335544––00..33666  6  00..226666––00..22774  4  00..117777––00..11883  3  229  9  2244

00..226  6  00..334400––00..33553  3  00..225555––00..22665  5  00..117700––00..11776  6  229  9  2244

00..225  5  00..332277––00..33339  9  00..224466––00..22554  4  00..116644––00..11669  9  229  9  2244

00..224  4  00..331144––00..33226  6  00..223355––00..22445  5  00..115577––00..11663  3  229  9  2244

00..223  3  00..330011––00..33113  3  00..222266––00..22334  4  00..115511––00..11556  6  229  9  2233

00..222  2  00..228877––00..33000  0  00..221155––00..22225  5  00..114444––00..11550  0  228  8  2233

00..221  1  00..227744––00..22886  6  00..226600––00..22114  4  00..113377––00..11443  3  228  8  2233

00..220  0  00..226600––00..22773  3  00..119955––00..22005  5  00..113300––00..11336  6  228  8  2233

00..119  9  00..224477––00..22559  9  00..118866––00..11994  4  00..112244––00..11229  9  227  7  2222
00..118  8  00..223344––00..22446  6  00..117755––00..11885  5  00..111177––00..11223  3  227  7  2222

00..117  7  00..222211––00..22333  3  00..116666––00..11774  4  00..111111––00..11116  6  227  7  2222

00..116  6  00..220077––00..22220  0  00..115555––00..11665  5  00..110044––00..11110  0  227  7  2222

00..115  5  00..119944––00..22006  6  00..114466––00..11554  4  00..009977––00..11003  3  226  6  2211
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TABLE X4.1TABLE X4.1   Continued   Continued 

Area,Area,  A A, in., in.22

SSppeecciififieed  d  WWaalll  l  TThhiicckknneessss,  ,  iinn.  .  EElloonnggaattiioon  n  iin  n  2  2  iinn..,  ,  mmiinn,  ,  %%

TTeennssiioon  n  TTeesst  t  SSppeecciimmeen  n  SSppeecciififieed  d  MMiinniimmuum  m  TTeennssiille  e  SSttrreennggtthh,  ,  ppssii

33 ⁄  ⁄ 44-in.-in.

SpecimenSpecimen

1-in.1-in.

SpecimenSpecimen

1111 ⁄  ⁄ 22-in.-in.

SSppeecciimmeen  n  448  8  00000  0  660  0  000000

00..114  4  00..118800––00..11993  3  00..113355––00..11445  5  00..009911––00..00996  6  226  6  2211

00..113  3  00..116677––00..11779  9  00..112266––00..11334  4  00..008844––00..00990  0  225  5  2211

00..112  2  00..115544––00..11666  6  00..111155––00..11225  5  00..007777––00..00883  3  225  5  2200

00..111  1  00..114411––00..11553  3  00..110066––00..11114  4  00..007711––00..00776  6  225  5  2200

00..110  0  00..112277––00..11440  0  00..009955––00..11005  5  00..006644––00..00770  0  224  4  2200

00..009  9  00..111144––00..11226  6  00..008866––00..00994  4  00..005577––00..00663  3  224  4  1199

00..008  8  00..110000––00..11113  3  00..007755––00..00885  5  00..005500––00..00556  6  223  3  1199
00..007  7  00..008877––00..00999  9  00..006666––00..00774  4  00..004444––00..00449  9  222  2  1188

00..006  6  00..007744––00..00886  6  00..005555––00..00665  5  00..003377––00..00443  3  222  2  1188

00..005  5  00..006611––00..00773  3  00..004466––00..00554  4  00..003311––00..00336  6  221  1  1177

00..004  4  00..004477––00..00660  0  00..003355––00..00445  5  00..002244––00..00330  0  220  0  1166

00..003  3  00..003344––00..00446  6  00..002266––00..00334  4  00..001177––00..00223  3  119  9  1166

00..002  2  00..002200––00..00333  3  00..001155––00..00225  5  00..001100––00..00116  6  117  7  1144

00..001  1  aannd  d  00..00119  9  aannd  d  00..00114  4  aannd  d  00..00009  9  aannd  d  115  5  1122

lleesss  s  lleesss  s  lleesss  s  lleessss

X4.2 X4.2 TTabulatabulated ined in  Table X4.2 Table X4.2 are the minimum elongation are the minimum elongation

values in SI units, calculated using the equation given invalues in SI units, calculated using the equation given in  Table Table

22..

TABLE X4.2 Elongation ValuesTABLE X4.2 Elongation Values

Area,Area,  A A, , mmmm22

SSppeecciififieed  d  WWaalll  l  TThhiicckknneessss,  ,  mmm  m  EElloonnggaattiioon  n  iin  n  550  0  mmmm,  ,  mmiinn,  ,  %%

TTeennssiioon  n  TTeesst  t  SSppeecciimmeen  n  SSppeecciififieed  d  MMiinniimmuum  m  TTeennssiille  e  SSttrreennggtthh,  ,  MMPPaa

19-mm19-mm
SpecimenSpecimen

25-mm25-mm
SpecimenSpecimen

38-mm38-mm
SSppeecciimmeen  n  33330  0  441155

500 and500 and

greatergreater

26.3 and26.3 and

greatergreater

20.0 and20.0 and

greatergreater

13.2 and13.2 and

greatergreater

336  6  3300

448800--44999  9  2255..33--2266..2  2  1199..22--1199..9  9  1122..77--1133..1  1  336  6  3300

446600--44779  9  2244..22--2255..2  2  1188..44--1199..1  1  1122..11--1122..6  6  336  6  2299

444400--44559  9  2233..22--2244..1  1  1177..66--1188..3  3  1111..66--1122..0  0  336  6  2299

442200--44339  9  2222..11--2233..1  1  1166..88--1177..5  5  1111..11--1111..5  5  335  5  2299

440000--44119  9  2211..11--2222..0  0  1166..00--1166..7  7  1100..66--1111..0  0  335  5  2299

338800--33999  9  2200..00--2211..0  0  1155..22--1155..9  9  1100..00--1100..5  5  335  5  2288

336600--33779  9  1199..00--1199..9  9  1144..44--1155..0  0  99..55--99..9  9  334  4  2288

334400--33559  9  1177..99--1188..9  9  1133..66--1144..3  3  99..00--99..4  4  334  4  2288

332200--33339  9  1166..99--1177..8  8  1122..88--1133..5  5  88..55--88..9  9  334  4  2277

330000--33119  9  1155..88--1166..8  8  1122..00--1122..7  7  77..99--88..4  4  333  3  2277

228800--22999  9  1144..88--1155..7  7  1111..22--1111..9  9  77..44--77..8  8  333  3  2277

226600--22779  9  1133..77--1144..7  7  1100..44--1111..1  1  66..99--77..3  3  332  2  2266

224400--22559  9  1122..77--1133..6  6  99..66--1100..3  3  66..44--66..8  8  332  2  2266

222200--22339  9  1111..66--1122..6  6  88..88--99..5  5  55..88--66..3  3  331  1  2266

220000--22119  9  1100..55--1111..5  5  88..00--88..7  7  55..33--55..7  7  331  1  2255

119900--11999  9  1100..00--1100..4  4  77..66--77..9  9  55..00--55..2  2  330  0  2255

118800--11889  9  99..55--99..9  9  77..22--77..5  5  44..88--44..9  9  330  0  2244
117700--11779  9  99..00--99..4  4  66..88--77..1  1  44..55--44..7  7  330  0  2244

116600--11669  9  88..44--88..9  9  66..44--66..7  7  44..22--44..4  4  229  9  2244

115500--11559  9  77..99--88..3  3  66..00--66..3  3  44..00--44..1  1  229  9  2244

114400--11449  9  77..44--77..8  8  55..66--55..9  9  33..77--33..9  9  229  9  2233

113300--11339  9  66..99--77..3  3  55..22--55..5  5  33..55--33..6  6  228  8  2233

112200--11229  9  66..33--66..8  8  44..88--55..1  1  33..22--33..4  4  228  8  2233

111100--11119  9  55..88--66..2  2  44..44--44..7  7  22..99--33..1  1  227  7  2222

110000--11009  9  55..33--55..7  7  44..00--44..3  3  22..77--22..8  8  227  7  2222

9900--999  9  44..88--55..2  2  33..66--33..9  9  22..44--22..6  6  226  6  2211

8800--889  9  44..22--44..7  7  33..22--33..5  5  22..11--22..3  3  226  6  2211

7700--779  9  33..77--44..1  1  22..88--33..1  1  11..99--22..0  0  225  5  2211

6600--669  9  33..22--33..6  6  22..44--22..7  7  11..66--11..8  8  224  4  2200

5500--559  9  22..77--33..1  1  22..00--22..3  3  .....  .  224  4  1199

4400--449  9  22..11--22..6  6  11..66--11..9  9  .....  .  223  3  1199

3300--339  9  11..66--22..0  0  .....  .  .....  .  222  2  1188
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SUMMARY OF CHANGESSUMMARY OF CHANGES
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